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PREFACE

It isatruism that nobody I ikes suffering and everybody seeks

happiness. In this world of ours, human beings make all

posslbleeffortsto prevent and allevlatesuffering and to enjoy

happineea Nevertheless^ their efforts are mainly directed to

obtaining their physical well-being by material means.

Happiness, however, is conditioned by attitudesof mind, and

yet only afew persons give real thought to mefitaJ develop-

ment, whilefewer still practice mind-training in earnest.

To Illustrate this point, attention may be drawn to the

oommonplaoehabitsof cleaning and tidying up one'sbody,

the endless pursuits of food, clothing and shelter, and the

tremendous technological progress achieved to raise the

material standard of living, to improve the means of

tran^ortation and comm u n icat i on , and to prevent and cure

diseases and ailments. All these strivings arejn the main,

concerned with the care and nourishment of thebody, and

it must bereoognized that they areessential . IH owever, these

human efforts and achievements cannot possibly alleviate

or eradicatethesuffering associated with old ageand death,

domestic infelicity and economic troubles, in short, with

non-satisfaction of wants and desires. Suffering of this

nature cannot be overcome by material means; It can be

overcomeonly by mind-training and mental development.

Itthusbecomesclear that theright way must besought

to train, stabilize, and purify the mind. This way isfound

in the Mahasatipa|Jjiana Sutta, a well-known discourse

of the Buddha, delivered well over 2500 years ago. The

Buddha declared thus:

This is the sole way for the purification of beings, for

the overcoming of sorrow and lamentation, for the

ix
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X Practical insight Meditation

destroying of pain and grief, for reaching the right

path, for the realization of Nibbana, namely, the four

foundations of mindfulness.

The four foundations of mindfulness are: (1) theoon-

templation of the body; (2) the contemplation of feelings;

(3) the contemplation of mind; and (4) the contemplation

of mind objects.

Obviously, this way should be followed by those in

search of happiness, with a view to getting rid of the

Impurities of mind, which arethe cause of their suffering.

If a person were asked whether hewished to overcome

sorrow and lamentation, he would surely say "Yes." Then

he—indeed everybody—should practice the four founda-

tions of mindfulness.

If he were asl^ed whether he wished to destroy pain

and grief, he would not hesitate to say "Yes." Then he—
Indeed everybody—should practice the four foundations

of mindfulness.

If he were asked whether hewished to reach the right

path and realize Nibbana, absolute freedom from old age,

decay and death and from all suffering, hewould certainly

say "Yes." Then he—indeed everybody—should practice

the four foundations of mindfulness.

How should one practice the four foundations of

mindfulness? In the Mahasatipa|:ldnana Sutta, the Buddha
said: "Dwell practicing body-contemplation, feeling-

contemplation, mind-contemplation, and mlnd-objects-

contemplation." Without the guidance of a well-qualified

teacher, however, it will not be easy for an average person

to practice these contemplations in a systematic manner in

order to make progress tow ardsdevelopment of concentra-

tion and insight.

Having myself undergone amost intensive practical course

of Satipajit^ana meditation under the personal guidance of
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Preface xi

the Most Venerable Mingun Jetavan Sayadaw of Thatdn,

I have imparted the technique of meditation ever since

1938 and gave personal instruction as well as guidance

through books and lectures to several thousands of yogis.

In compliance with the requests of those of the earlier

batches^ who had benefited by my personal instructions^ I

wrote a treatise on vipassanaor insight meditation, in two
volumes, consisting of seven chapters, running to 858

pages. The treatise was completed in the year 1944 and

has been published in seven editions. In all the chapters,

except Chapter V, the dissertations and discussions are

made with references to Pall Suttas, Commentaries, and

Subcommentaries. In Chapter V, I chose to write in

common language, for easy understanding by my pupils,

to explain how they should begin insight meditation and

then proceed step by step, stating fully the salient features,

in line with the Visuddhimagga an6 other texts.

This present book isthe English translation of Chapter

V. The first fourteen pages of the Burmese original were

translated into English In 1954 by U Re Thin, an old pupil

of mine, for the benefit of those who came from abroad to

our meditation center. Pages15to51 of the Burmese original

were translated into English, in compliance with the wish

of the Venerable NyanaponikaMahathera, by Myanaung
U Tin, a disciple and dayaka of mine, Vice-President of

Buddha Sdsan^uggaha Organization, which founded

Thathana Yeiktha in 1947 and has ever since been

responsible for its management. Incidentally, it may be

mentioned that the area of our meditation center, Thathana

Yeiktha, is nearly twenty-four acres, with over fifty

buildings to house the meditation teachers and yogis,

monks aswell aslay people, both men and women.
The Venerable Nyanaponika Mah^thera put this

translation into final literary shape after weconfirmed his

valuable suggestions. U PeThin's translation was revised
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xii Practical insight Meditation

by Miss Mary MoCollum, an American Buddhist lady, to

Improve the style. She practiced Satlpafltiana meditation

under the guidance of Anagarika Munindra at the

Burmese Vihara in Bodh Gaya, Bihar. India. Anagarika

Munindra stayed with us for a considerable period. IHe

sent her revision to us for perusal and approval. When
done, it was forwarded to the Venerable Nyanaponika
Mahdthera. This book Is therefore the co-ordination and

combined publication of the aforesaid two translations,

with my Preface added.

Chapter V of my Burmese treatise, asmentioned earlier,

waswritten in common linguistic style. I should liketo say

here that the doctrinal terms found In this book without

l^i names are fully expla'ned in The Progress of Insight,

translated from my Pali treatise into English by the

Venerable Nyanaponika Mahathera. His book The Heart

of Buddhist Meditation itself is a veritable mine of

information and instruction on this subject of vital

importance.

In conclusion, I would liketo say that I deeply appreciate

the services of those who have done the translations and

revisions as well as of those who are responsible for the

publication of thisbook. I urge the readers of thisbook not

to be content with the theoretical knowledge contained

therein but to apply that knowledge to systematic and

sustained practice. I also express my earnest wish that they

may gain insight soon and enjoy all the benefits vouchsafed

by the Buddha in the preamble of the Mahasatipatthana

Sutta.

October 1, 1970

Thathana Yeiktha

16, Hermitage Road

Rangoon, Burma

MahAsi S\yadaw

(Bhadanta Sobhana,

A ggam ahapa66 i ta)
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PARTI

BASIC PRACTICE

Preparatory Stage

If you sincerely desireto develop oontemplation and attain

insight in your present life, you must give up worldly

thoughtsand actionsduring training. Thiscourse of action

isfor thepurification of conduct, the essential preliminary

step towardsthe proper development of contemplation. You
must also observe the rules of discipline prescribed for

laymen (or for monks, as the case may be), for they are

important in gaining insight. For layfolk, these rules

comprise the Eight Precepts which Buddhist devotees

observe on holidays (upossths^ and during periods of

meditation.^ An additional rule is not to speak with

contempt, in jest, or out of malice to or about any of the

Noble Ones who have attained states of sanctity If you

have done so, then personally apologize to him or her or

makethe apology through your meditation instructor. If in

the past you have spoken contemptuously to a Noble One
who is presently unavailable or deceased, confess this

offence to your meditation instructor or introspectively to

yourself.

TheOld Masters of the Buddhist tradition suggest that

you entrust yourself to the Enlightened One, the Buddha,

during the training period, for you may be alarmed, if it

happens that your own state of mind produces unwhole-

some or frightening visions during contemplation: Also

place yourself under the guidance of your meditation

instructor, for then hecan talk to you frankly about your

work in contemplation and giveyou theguidancehethinks

necessary. These are the advantages of placing trust in the

Enlightened One, the Buddha, and practicing under the

1
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2 Practical Insght Meditstion

guidanoeof your instructor. The aim of thispracticeand Its

greatest benefit isreleasefrom greed, hatred and delusion,

which arethe rootsof all evil and suffering. This intensive

course in insight training can lead you to such release. So

work ardently with thisend in view so that your training

will be suoc^sfully completed. This kind of training in

oontemplation, based on the foundations of mindfulness

(Satlpatiti^a), has been taken by successive Buddhas and

Noble Ones who attained release. You are to be congratu-

lated on having the opportunity to take the same kind of

training they had undergone.

It isalso important for you to begin your training with

abrief contemplation on the** Four Protectlonsf' which the

Enlightened One, the Buddha, offers you for reflection. It

is helpful for your psychological welfare at this stage to

reflect on them. The subjects of these four protective

reflexions are the Buddha himself, loving kindness, the

loathsome aspects of the body, and death.

First, devote yourself to the Buddha by sincerely

appreciating hisninechief qualitieslnthisway:

Truly, the Buddhais holy, fully enlightened, perfect in

knowledge and conduct, awelfarer, world-know er, the

Incomparable leader of men tobetamed, teacher of gods

and mankind, the Awakened and Exalted One.

Second, reflect upon all sentient beingsasthe receivers

of your loving kindness, be fortified by your thoughts of

loving kindness, and identify yourself with sentient beings

without distinction, thus:

May I be free from enmity, disease, and grief. As I am,

so also may my parents, preceptors, teachers, and

intimate, indifferent, and inimical beings be free from

enmity, disease and grief. May they be released from

suffering.
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Basic Practice 3

Third, reflect upon the repulsive nature of the tx>dy to

assist you in diminishing theunwholesomeattachment that

so many peoplehavefor the body. Dwell upon someof its

impurities, such as stomach, intestines, phlegm, pus, blood.^

Ponder these impurities so that the absurd fondness for

the body may be eliminated.

Thefourth protection for your psychological benefit is

to reflect on the phenomenon of ever-approaching death.

Buddhist teachings stress that life is uncertain, but death is

certain, life is precarious, but death is sure. Life has death

as its goal. There is birth, disease, suffering, old age, and

eventual death. These are all aspects of the process of

existence.

To begin training, take the sitting posture with legs

crossed. You might feel more comfortable if the legs are

not interlocked but evenly placed on the ground, without

pressing one against the other ."^
If you find that sitting on

the floor interferes with contemplation, then sit in a more
comfortable way. Now proceed with each exercise In

contemplation asdescribed.

Basic Exercise I

Try to keep your mind (but not your eyes) on the abdomen.

You will thereby come to know the movements of rising

and falling in this region. If these movements are not clear

to you in the beginning, then place both hands on the

abdomen to feel these rising and falling movements. After

a short time the upward movement of inhalation and the

downward movement of exhalation will becomedear. Then

makea mental notejising, for theupward movement, Islling

for the downward movement. Your mental note of each

movement must bemadewhileit occurs. From thisexercise

you learn theactual manner of theupward and downward
movements of the abdomen. You are not concerned with

theform of theabdomen. What you actually perceive Isthe
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4 Practical Insght Meditstion

bodily sensation of pressure caused by thie iieaving

movement of the abdomen. So do not dwell on theform of

the abdomen but proceed with the exercise. For the

beginner it is a very effective method of developing the

faculties of attention, concentration of mind, and insight in

contemplation. As practice increases, the manner of

movement will bedearer.

The ability to know each successive occurrence of the

mental and physical processes at each of the six sense organs

is acquired only when insight contemplation is fully

developed. Snce you areabeginner whose attentiveness

and power of concentration are still weak, you may find it

difficult to keep the mind on each successive rising

movement and falling movement as It occurs. In view of

thisdifficulty, you may be inclined to think: " I just don't

know how to keep my mind on each of these movements."

Then simply remember that this is a learning process. The

rising and falling movements of the abdomen are always

present, and therefore there is no need to look for them.

Actually it Iseasy for abeginner to keep hisor her mind

on these two SI mplemovements. Continuewith thisexercise

in full awareness of the abdomen's rising and falling

movements. N ever verbally repeat thewordsrising, falling,

and do not think of rising and falling as words. Be aware

only of the actual processor therising and falling movement
of the abdomen. Avoid deep or rapid breathing for the

purpose of making the abdominal movements more
distinct, because this procedure causes fatigue that

interferes with the practice. JUst be totally aware of the

movementsof rising and falling as they occur in thecourse

of normal breathing.

Basic Exercise II

Whileyou areoocupied with theexerdseof observing each of

theabdominal movements^ other mental activitiesmay occur
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Basic Practice 5

between the noting of each rising and falling. Thoughts or

other mental functions, such as Intentions, ideas, imaginings,

etc.,arelikely to occur between each mental noteof rising and

falling. They cannot be disregarded. A mental note must be

made of each as it occurs.

If you lmaginesomething,you must know that you have

done so and make a mental note imsgining. If you simply

think of something, mentally note tNnfong. If you reflect,

reflecting. If you intend to do something, intending. When
the mind wanders from the object of meditation which is

the rising and falling of the abdomen, mentally note

wandering. Should you Imagine you are going to acertain

place, mentally notegdng.When you arrive, arriving. When,
in your thoughts, you meet a person, notemeef/ng. Should

you speak to him or her, speaking. If you imaginatively argue

with that person, arguing. If you envision and imagine a

light or color, be sure to r\o\e seeing. A mental vision must

benoted on each occurrence of itsappearanceuntil it passes

away. After its disappearance, continue with the Basic

Exercise I by knowing, by being fully aware of each

movement of the rising and falling abdomen.

Proceed carefully, without slackening. If you intend to

swallow saliva while thus engaged, make a mental note

intendng. Whilein theact of swallowing, swalicwing. If you

intend to spit, spitting. Then return to the exercise of rising

and falling. Supposeyou intend to bend theneck, intending.

In theact of bending, tending. When you intend to straighten

the neck, intending. In the act of straightening the neck,

straigtitening. The neck movements of bending and

straightening must bedoneslowly. Alter mentally making

a note of each of these actions, proceed in full awareness

with noticing the movements of the rising and falling

abdomen.
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6 Practical Insght Meditstion

Basic Exercise III

Snoeyou mustcontinuecontemplating for along time

w hile in one position, that of sitting or lying down, you are

likely to experience an intense feeling of fatigue, stiffness

In the body or in the arms and legs. Should this happen,

simply keep the knowing mind on that part of the body

where such feeling occursand carry on thecontemplation,

noting tired or stiff. Do this naturally, that is^ neither too

fast nor too slow. These feelings gradually beoomefainter

and finally cease altogether. Should one of these feelings

become more intense until the bodily fatigueor stiffness of

joints is unbear able, then change your position. However,

do not forget to make a mental note of intending, before

you proceed to change position. Each detailed movement
must be contemplated in its respective order.

If you intend to lift thehand or leg, makea mental note,

intending. In the act of lifting the hand or leg, lifting.

Stretching either thehand or leg, stretching.\Nhen you bend,

bending. When putting down, putting. Should either the

hand or leg touch, toudiing. Perform all these actions in a

slow deliberate manner. Assoon as you are settled in the

new position, continue with thecontemplation of the

abdominal movements. If you becomeuncomfortably warm
in the new position, resume contemplation in another

position keeping to the procedure as described in this

paragraph.

Should an itching sensation be felt in any part of the

body, keep the mind on that part and make a mental note,

ItcNng. Do this in a regulated manner, neither too fast nor

too slow. When the Itching sensation disappears in the

course of full awareness, continue with the exercise of

noticing the rising and falling of the abdomen. Should the

itching continue and become too strong and you intend to

rub the itching part, be sure to make a mental note.
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Basic Practice 7

intending. 9owly lift the hand, simultaneously noting the

action of lifting and touching the hand touches the

part that itches. Rub slowly in complete awareness of

rutting. When the itching sensation has disappeared and

you intend to discontinue the rubbing, be mindful by

making theusual mental noteof int€ncling.Sm\y withdraw

the hand, concurrently making amental noteof the action,

wthck'a^ing. When thehand restsin itsusual placetouching

the leg, touching. Then again devote yourself to observing

the abdominal movements.

If there is pain or discomfort, keep the knowing mind

on that part of the body where the sensation arises. Make
mental note of the specific sensation as It occurs, such as

painful, aching, pressing, piercing, tired, giddy. It must be

stressed that the mental note must not beforced nor delayed

but made in a calm and natural manner. The pain may
eventually cease or increase. Do not be alarmed if it

increases. Firmly oontinuetheoontemplation. If you do so,

you will find that the pain will almost alws^s cease. But if

after atime, thepain hasincreased and becomes unbearable,

you must ignorethepain and continuewith the contemplation

of rising and falling.

As you progress in mindfulness you may experience

sensations of intense pain, stifling or choking sensations,

pain such asfrom theslash of aknife, thethrust of asharp-

polnted Instrument, unpleasant sensatlonsof being pricked

by sharp needles, or of small insectscrawling over thebody.

You might experience sensations of itching, biting, intense

cold. As soon as you discontinue the contemplation you

may also feel that these painful sensationsoease. When you

resumecontemplation you will feel them aga'n as soon as

you gain in mindfulness. These painful sensations are not

to be considered as something serious. They are not

manifestations of disease but are common factors always

present in the body and are usually obscured when the
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8 Practical Insght Meditstion

mind isnormally occupied with moreoonspicuousobjecta

When the mental faculties become keener you are more

awareof these sensations. With thecontinued development

of contemplation the time will come when you can

overcome them and they cease altogether. If you continue

oontemplatlon, firm in purpose, you will not oometo any

harm. Should you lose courage, become irresolute in

contemplation and discontinue for a time, you may
encounter these unpleasant sensations again and again as

your contemplation proceeds. If you continue with

determination you will most likely overcome these painful

sensations and may never again experience them in the

course of contemplation.

Should you Intend to sway the body, then knowingly

note intending. While in the act of swaying, swaying. When
contemplating you may occasionally discover the body

swaying back and forth. Do not be alarmed; neither be

pleaded nor wish to continue to sws^. The swaying will

cease if you keep the knowing mind on the action of

swaying and continue to note swaying un\\\ the action

ceases. If swaying increasesin spiteof your making amental

noteof it, then lean against awall or post or liedown for a

while. Thereafter proceed with contemplation. Follow the

sameprocedure if you find yourself shaking or trembling.

When contemplation isdeveloped you may sometlmesfeel

a thrill or chill pass through the back or the entire body.

This is a symptom of the feeling of intense interest,

enthusiasm, or rapture. It occurs naturally in thecourseof

good contemplation. When your mind isfixed in contem-

plation you bestartled at the slightest sound. Thistakes

placebecauseyou feel moreintensely theeffect of sensorial

impression while in the state of good concentration.

If you arethirsty whilecontemplating, noticethefeeling,

thirsty. When you intend to stand, intending. Then make a

mental noteof each movement in preparation for standing.
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Basic Practice 9

Keep the mind intently on the act of standing up, and

mentally note, standing. When you look forward after

standing up straight, note looking, sesng. Should you intend

to walk forward, //?^ar7c///^g^. When you begin to step forward,

mentally noteeach step as walking, walkingof left, rigtit. It is

Important for you to be auvare of every moment in each

step from beginning to end when you walk. Adhere to the

same procedurewhen strolling or when taking a walking

exercise. Try to make a mental note of each step in two

secti ons as f oil ow s: lifting, putting; lifting, putting. W hen you

haveobtained sufficient practice in thismanner of walking,

then try to makeamental noteof each step in three secti ons:

lifting, pusNng, putting; or up, forward, down.

When you look at the water tap, or water pot, on

arriving at theplacewhereyou areto takeadrink, be sure

to make a mental note looking, seeing.

When you stop walking, stopping.

When you stretch the hand, stretching.

When the hand touches the cup, touching.

When the hand takes the cup, taking.

When the hand dips the cup into the water, dipping.

When the hand brings the cup to the lips, ixingng.

When thecup touches the lips, touching.

Should you feel cold at the touch, aVd
W h en you sw allow , swallowing.

When returning thecup, returning.

Withdrawing the hand, withdrawing.

When you lower your hand, lowering.

When the hand touchesthesideof thebody, toucNng.

If you intend to turn back, intending.

When you turn around, turning.

When you walk forward, walking.

On arriving at theplacewhereyou intend to stop,

intentMng.

When you stop, stapfx'ng.
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10 Practical Insght Meditstion

If you remain standing for some time, continue the

contemplation of rising and falling. But if you intend to sit

down, intencling.\Nhen you go forward to sit down, walking.

On arriving at tlie place where you will sit, arriving. Wlien

you turn to sit, turning. Wliile in the act of sitting, sitting,

St down slowly, and keep the mind on the downward
movement of the body. You must notice every movement
in bringing hands and legs into position. Then resume the

prescribed exercise of con tenrj plating the abdominal

movements.

Should you intend to liedown, intending. Then proceed

with the contemplation of every movement in the course

of lying down: lifting, stretcNng, leai/ing, touidtnng, lying,T\}&\

make every movement the object of contemplation in

bringing hands, legs, and body into position. Perform these

actions slowly. Thereafter continuewith r/s/ng and falling.

Should pain, fatigue, itching, or any other sensation be felt,

besureto notioeeach of these sensations Notice all feelings,

thoughts, ideas, considerations, reflections^ all movements
of hands, legs, arms, and body. If there Is nothing in

particular to note, put the mind on the rising and falling of

the abdomen. Make a mental noteof drowsy, \Nher\ drowsy,

and sie^y, when sleepy. After you have gained sufficient

concentration in contemplating you will beableto overcome

drowsiness and sleepiness and feel refreshed as a result.

Take up again the usual contemptation of the basic object.

Supposeyou are unable to overcome a drowsy feeling, you

must then continueto contemplate until you fall asleep.

Thestateof sleep isthecontinuity of subconsciousness.

It is similar to the first state of rebirth consciousness and

the last stateof consciousness at themoment of death. This

state of consciousness is feeble and therefore unable to be

aware of an object. When you are awake the continuity of

subconsciousness occurs regularly between moments of

seeing, hearing, tasting, smelling, touching, and thinking.
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Basic Practice 11

Because these occurrences are of brief duration they are

usually not clear and therefore not noticeable. Continuity

of subconsciousness remains during sleep—a fact whicli

becomes obvious when you wakeup;for it isin thestateof

wakefulness that thoughtsand objects become distinct.

Contemplation should start at the moment you wake
up. Snceyou areabeginner, it may not yet bepossiblefor

you to start contemplating at the very first moment of

wakefulness. But you should start with it from themoment
when you remember that you are to contemplate. For

example, it on awakening you reflect on something, you

should beoomeawareof that fact and begin your contempla-

tion by a mental note, reflecting. Then proceed with the

contemplation of rising and failing. When getting up from

the bed, mindfulness should be directed to every detail of

the body's activity. Each movement of the hands, legs, and

back must be performed in complete awareness. Are you

thinking of thetimeof theday when awakening?lf so, note

tNnking. Do you intend to get out of bed? If so, note

intending. If you preparetomovethebody into position for

rising, note pr^ar/n^. As you slowly rise, rising. When you

arein thesitting position, sitting. Should you remain sitting

for any length of time, revert to contemplating the

abdominal movements of rising and falling.

Perform theactsof washing thefaoeor taking abath in

due order and in complete awareness of every detailed

movement; for instance, looking, seang, stretching, holding,

touching, fedingoold, ruttiing. In theactsof dressing, making

thebed, opening and closing doorsand windows, handling

objects, be occupied with every detail of these actions in

their order.

You must attend tothecontemplation of every detail in

the action of eating.
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12 Practical Insght Meditstion

When you look at thefood, looking, seeing.

When you arrange the food, arranging.

When you bring thefood to the mouth, bringing.

When you bend the neck forward, t)eiding.

When thefood touches the mouth, touching.

When placing the food in the mouth, placing.

When the mouth doses, dosing.

When withdrawing thehand, withctaMng.

Should thehand touch the plate, touching.

When straightening the neck, straightening.

When in the act of chewing, chming.

When you are aware of the taste, knoi^ing.

When siivallowing thefood, swallcwing.

Whileswallowing, should thefood be felt touching

the sides of the gullet, touching.

Perform contemplation in this manner each time you

partake of a morsel of food until you finish the meal. In the

beginning of the practice there will be many omissions.

Never mind. Do not waver in your effort. You will make
fewer omissions if you persist in your practice. When you

reach an advanced stage of the practice, you will also be

able to notice more details than those stated here.

Advancement in Contemplation

After having practiced for a day and night you may find

your contemplation considerably improved and that you

are able to prolong the basic exercise of noticing the

abdominal rising and falling. At this time you will notice

that there is generally a break between the movements of

rising and falling. If you arein thesittingposturefill in this

pausewith amental note on the act of sitting, in thisway:

rising, falling, sitting.\Nhen you maKeamental noteof sitting,

keep your mind on the erect position of the upper body.

When you are lying down you should proceed with full
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awareness as follows: ris'ng, falling, lying. If you find this

easy, continue with noticing these three sections. Should

you notice that a pause occurs at the end of the rising as

well asthefalling movement, then continuein thismanner:

rising, sitting, Idling, sitting. Or when lying down: rising,

lying, falling, lying. Suppose you no longer find it easy to

make a mental note of three or four objects In the above

manner, then revert to the initial procedure of noting only

the two sections, risingan6 failing.

Whileengaged in the regular practice of contemplating

bodily movementsyou need not be concerned with objects

of seeing and hearing. Aslong asyou are ableto l^eep your

mind on the abdominal movements of rising and falling It

isassumed that the purpose of noticing theactsand objects

of seeing and hearing is also served. However, you may
intentionally look at an object, then simultaneously makea
mental note, two or three times, seeny. Thereafter return to

theawarenessof theabdominal movements. Supposesome
person oomesintoyour view, mal<eamental noteof seeing,

two or three times, and then resume attention to the rising

and falling movements of the abdomen. Did you happen

to hear the sound of avoice?Did you listen to it? If so make
the mental note of fiearing, listening, and having done so,

revert to rising and falling. But suppose you heard loud

sounds, such asthebarking of dogs, loud talking, or singing,

if so, immediately make a mental notetwo or three times,

hearing. Then return to your basic exercise of attending to

rising 3r)6 falling.

If you fail to note and dismiss such distinctive sights

and soundsasthey occur, you may inadvertently fail into

reflections about them instead of proceeding with intense

attention to rising and falling, which may then beoomeless

distinct and clear. It is by such weakened attention that

mind-defiling passions breed and multiply. If such

reflections do occur, make two or three mental notes.
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reflecting, and again takeup thecx)ntemplation of rising and

falling. If you forget to make a mental note of body, leg, or

arm movements, then mentally note forgettingan6 resume

your usual contemplation of the abdominal movements.

You may feel at timesthat breathing isslow or that the

rising and falling movements of tlieabdomen are not clearly

perceived. When this happens^ and you are in the sitting

position, simply carry on the attention to sitting, touching;

if you are lying down, lying, touching. Whilecontemplating

touching, your mind should not be kept on the same part

of the body but on different parts successively. There are

several places of touch and at least six or seven should be

contemplated.^

Basic Exercise IV

Up to this point you have devoted quite some time to the

training course. You might begin to feel lazy after deciding

that you have made inadequate progress. By no means
should you give up. Smply note the fact, lazy. Before you

gain sufficient strength in attention, concentration, and

insight, you may doubt the correctness or usefulness of this

method of training. In such acase turn to contemplation of

the thought, doutiful. Do you anticipate or wish for good

results? If so, make such thoughts the subject of your

contemplation, antidpating or wishing. Are you attempting

to recall the manner in which thistraining was conducted

up to this point? Yes? Then take up contemplation on

r€DCi//ecf//?flf. Arethereoccasionswhen you examinetheobject

of contemplation todeterminewhether it ismind or matter?

If so, then beaware afecamining. Do you regret that there is

no Improvement in your contemplation? If so, then attend

to that feeling of r^ref. Conversely, are you happy that your

contemplation is improving? If you are, then contemplate

the feeling of being happy.
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This is the way in which you make a mental note of

every Item of mental behavior as it occurs, and if there are

no intervening thougiitsor perceptionsto note, you should

revert to the contemplation of rising and falling. During a

strict course of meditation, the time of practice is from the

first moment you walce up until you fall asleep. To repeat,

you must be constantly occupied either with the basic

exercise or with mindful attention throughout theday and

during those night hours when you are not asleep. There

must be no relaxation. Upon reaching a certain stage of

progressin contemplation you will not feel sleepy in spite

of these prolonged hours of practice. On the contrary, you

will beabletocontinuethecontemplation day and night.

Summary

It has been emphasized during this brief outline of the

training that you must contemplate on each mental

occurrencegood or bad, on each bodily movement largeor

small, on every sensation (bodily or mental feeling) pleasant

or unpleasant, and so on. If, during thecourse of training,

occasionsarisewhen thereisnothing special to contemplate

upon, be fully occupied with attention to the rising and

falling of the abdomen. When you have to attend to any

kind of activity that necessitateswalking, then, in complete

awareness, each step should be briefly noted as walking,

walking or lett, right. But when you are taking a walking

exercise, contemp I ate each step in three sections up, forward,

doivaThestudentwhothusdedicateshimseif tothetraining

day and night will beablein not too long atimeto develop

concentration to the initial stage of the fourth degree of

insight (knowledge of arising and passing away)® and

onward to higher stages of insight meditation {vipassana-

bhavan^.
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PART II

PROGRESSIVE PRACTICE

The Stages of Insight

Analytical Knowledge of Body and Mind

When, as mentioned above, by dint of diligent practice,

mindfulness and concentration have Improved, the

meditator will notice the pairwise occurrence of an object

and the knowing of it, such as the rising and awareness of

It, thefalling and awareness of it, sitting and awareness of

it, bending and awareness of it. stretching and awareness

of it, lifting and awareness of it, putting down and

awarenessof it. Through concentrated attention (mindful-

ness) he knows how to distinguish each bodily and mental

process: "The rising movement lsoneprocess;theknowlng

of it is another; the falling is one process, the knowing of it

is another." He realizes that each act of knowing has the

nature of "going towardsan object.' Such arealization refers

to the characteristic function of the mind as inclining

towardsan object, or cognizing an object. Oneshould know
that the mored early a mater I a! object Is noticed, thedearer

becomesthe mental processof knowing it.Thisfact isstated

in the Visuddhimagga.

For in proportion asmateriality becomesquitedefinite,

disentangled and quite clear to him, so the immaterial

states that have that materiality as their object become

plain of themselves too.

The Psth of Purificstion, XVI 1 1.15

When the meditator comes to know the difference

between abodily process and amental process, should he

16
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beasimpleperson, hewould reflect from direct acperienoe

thus: "There is the rising and knowing it; the falling and

knowing it, and so on and so forth. There is nothing else

besidesthem.Thewords'man' or 'woman refer tothesame

process; there is no 'person' or 'soul.' " Should hebeawell-

informed person, hewould reflect from direct knowledge

of thedifferencebetween amaterial processas object and a
mental process of knowing it, thus:" It istruethat there are

only body and mind. Besidesthem there are no such entities

as man or woman. While contemplating one notices a

material processasobject and a mental processof knowing

It; and it is to that pair alonethattheterms of conventional

usage 'being/ 'person/ or 'soul/ 'man' or 'woman/ refer.

But apart from thatdual processtherelsnoseparateperson

or being, 1 or another, man or woman." When such

reflections occur, the meditator must note, "reflecting,

reflecting' and goon observing the rising of the abdomen,

its falling, etc.
^

Knowledge by Discerning Condltionality

With further progress in meditation, theconsciousstateof

an intention is evident before a bodily movement occurs.

The meditator first notices that Intention. Though also at

thestart of hispractioehedoesnotioe" Intending, Intending"

(for instance, to bend an arm), yet he cannot notice that

state of consdousnessdistinctly. Now, at this more advanced

stage, heel early noticestheconsciousn ess consisting of the

intention to bend. So he notices first theconsciousstateof

an intention to make a bodily movement; then he notices

the particular bodily movement.

At the beginning, because of omission to notice an

intention, he thinks that bodily movement is quicker than

the mind knowing it. Now, at this advanced stage, mind

appearsto betheforerunner. The meditator readily notices

theintention of bending, stretching, sitting, standing, going.
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and so on. He also clearly notices the actual bending,

stretching, etc. So he realizes the fact that mind knowing a

bodily process is quicker than the material process. He
experiences directly that a bodily process takes place after

a preceding intention. Again he knows from direct

experlencethat theintensity of heat or cold Increaseswhile

he is noticing " hot, hot" or "cold, cold"

.

In contemplating regular and spontaneous bodily

movements such as the rising and falling of the abdomen,

he notices one after another continuously. He also notices

the arising in his mind of mental images such as the

Buddha, an Arahant, aswell as any kind of sensation that

arises in his body (such as itch, ache, heat), with attention

directed on theparticular spot wherethe sensation occurs.

One sensation has hardly disappeared than another arises,

and he notices them all accordingly. While noticing every

object as it arises he is aware that a mental process of

knowing depends on an object. Sometimes, the rising and

falling of the abdomen is so faint that he finds nothing to

notice. Then it occurs to him that there can be no knowing

without an object.

When no noticing of the rising and falling is possible

one should be aware of sitting and touching or lying and

touching. Touching is to be noticed alternatively. For

example, after noticing "sitting," noticethetouch sensation

at several places. Again, In noticing seeing, hearing, and so

on, the meditator comes to know clearly that seeing arises

from the contact of eye and visual object, hearing arises

from the contact of ear and sound, and so on.

Further he reflects: "Material processes of bending,

stretching, and so on, follow mental processes of intending,

to bend, stretch, and so forth." H egoeson to reflect: " One's

body becomes hot or cold because of the element of heat or

cold; the body exists on food and nourishment; conscious-

ness arises because there are objects to notice; seei ng arises
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through visual objects; hearing through sounds, etc., and

also because there are the sense organs, eye, ear, etc., as

conditioning factors. Intention and noticing result from

previous experiences; feelings (sensations) of all kinds are

the consequences of previous kamma in the sense that

material processes and mental processes take place ever

sinee birth because of previouskamma There is nobody to

create thisbody and mind, and all that happens has causal

factors." Such reflections come to the meditator while he is

noticing any object as it arises. He does not stop doing so to

taketimeto reflect. While noticing objectsasthey arisethese

reflections are so quick that they appear to be automatic.

The meditator, then, must note, "Reflecting, reflecting,

recognizing, recognizing," and continue noticing objectsas

usual.

After having reflected that the material processes and

mental processes being noticed are conditioned by the

previousprocessesof thesamenature, themedltator reflects

further that body and mind in the former existences were
conditioned by thepreceding causes^ that in thefollowing

existences body and mind will result from the same causes,

and apart from thisdual processthereisno separate" being
'

or "person" ; there are only causes and effects taking place.

Such reflections must also beneficed and then contempla-

tion should go on as usual Such reflection will be many
inthecaseof personswith a strong Intellectual bent, fewer

in the case of those with no such bent. Be that as it may,

energetic noticing must be made of all these reflections.

Noticing them will result in their reduction to aminimum,
allowing insight to progress unimpeded by an excess of

such reflections, it should be taken for granted that a
minimum of reflections will suffice here.

When concentration is practiced in an intensive

manner, the meditator may experience almost unbearable

sensations, such as itching, aches, heat, dullness, and
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stiffnesa If mindful noticing is stopped, such sensations

will disappear. When noticing Is resumed, they will

reappear. Such sensations arise in consequence of the

body's natural sensitivity and are not the symptoms of a

disease. If they are noticed with energetic concentration

they fade away gradually.

Again, the meditator sometimes sees images of all

kinds as if seeing them with his own eyes; for example,

the Buddha comes into the scene in glorious radiance; a

procession of monks in the sky, pagodas (dagobas) and

images of the Buddha; meeting with beloved ones; trees or

woods, hills or mountains, gardens, buildings; finding

oneself face to face with bloated dead bodies or sl<eleton^

the destruction of buildings and dissolution of human
bodies; swelling of one's body, covered with blood, falling

into pieces and reduced to a mere skeleton; seeing in one's

body the entrails and vital organs and even germs; seeing

thedenizensof thehellsand heavens^ etc. Thesearenothing

but creatures of one's imagination sharpened by intense

concentration. They are similar to what one comes across

in dreams. They are not to be welcomed and enjoyed, nor

need onebe afraid of them. These objects seen inthecourse

of contemplation are not real: they are mere images or

imaginations^ whereas themind that seesthoseobjectsisa

reality. But purely mental processes, unconnected with

fivefold sense Impressions, cannot easily be noticed with

sufficient clarity and detail. Hence principal attention

should begiven to sense objectswhich can beneficed easily,

and to those mental processes which arise in connection

with sense perceptions.

Sow hatever object appears, the meditator should notice

it, saying mentally, e.g., "seeing" until it disappears. It will

either moveaway, fadeaway, or break asunder. At theoutset,

this will take several noticings, say about five to ten. But

when insight develops, the object will disappear after a
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couple of noticing& However, if the meditator wishes to

enjoy the sight, or to look closely into the matter, or gets

scared of it, then it is likely to linger on. If the object is one

induced deliberately, theti through delight it will last along

time. Socaremusl betaken nottothinkof or inclinetowards

extraneous matters while one's ooncentration is good. If

such thoughtscome in, they must be instantly noticed and

dispelled. In the case of some persons, if, while contem-

plating as usual, they experience no extraordinary objects

or feelings, they become lazy. They must notice this laziness

thus: "lazy, lazy," until they overcome it.

At this stage^w hether or not the meditatorscome across

extraordinary objects or feelings^ they know clearly the

initial, the intermediate, and the final phases of every

noticing. At the beginning of the practice, while noticing

one object, they had to switch onto a different object that

arose, but they did not notice clearly the disappearance of

the previous object. Now, only after cognizing the

disappearance of an object, do they notice the new object

that arises. Thusthey haveaclear knowledge of thelnitial,

the intermediate, and thefinal phasesof the object noticed.

Knowledge of Comprehension

At thisstage, when the meditator beoomesmorepracticed,

he perceives in every act of noticing that an object appears

suddenly and disappears instantly. Hisperception isso clear

that he reflects thus: "All comes to an end; all disappears.

Nothing is permanent; it is truly impermanent." His

reflection is quite in line with what Is stated in the

Commentary to the Pali text: ''All is impermanent, in the

sense of destruction, non-existence after having been."

He reflects further: "It is through ignorance that we
enjoy life. But in truth there is nothing to enjoy. There is a

continuous arising and disappearance by which we are

harassed over and over. This is dreadful indeed. At any
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moment we may die and everything issureto oometoan
end. This universal impermanence is truly frightful and

terrible." His reflection agrees with the commentarial

statement: "What is impermanent ispainful, painful in the

sense of terror; painful because of oppression by rise and

fall." Again, experiencing severepainhereflectsthus: "All

is pain, all is bad." This reflection agrees with what the

Commentary states: "He looks on pain asabarb;asaboil;

as a dart."

Hefurther reflects: "Thisisamassof suffering, suffering

that is unavoidable. Arising and disappearing, it is

worthless. One cannot stop Its process. It Isb^ond one's

power. Ittakesltsnatural course." Thisreflection isqultein

agreement with the Commentary: "What ispainful has no

self, no self in the sense of having no core, because there is

no exercising of power over it." The meditator must notice

all these reflections and go on contemplating as usual.

Having thus seen the three characteristics by direct

experience, the meditator, by inference from the direct

experience of the objects noticed, comprehends all the

objects not yet noticed as being impermanent, subject to

suffering, and without a self.

In respect of objects not personally experienced, he

concludes: "They too are constituted in the same way:

impermanent, painful, and without a self." This Is an

Inference from his present direct experience. Such a
comprehension is not clear enough in the case of one with

less intellectual capacity or limited knowledge who pays

no attention to a reflection but simply goes on noticing

objects. But such acomprehension occursoften to onewho
yieldsto reflection, which in somecasesmay occur at every

act of noticing. Such ^oessive reflecting, however, is an

impediment to the progress of insight. Even if no such

reflections occur at this stage, comprehension will

neverthelessbecomeincreasingly clear at thehigher stages.
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Hence, no attention should be given to reflectiona While

giving more attention to the bare noticing of objects, the

fneditator must, however, also noticethesereflectionsif they

occur, but he should not dwell on them.^

The Corruptions of Insight

After comprehending the three characteristics, the

meditator no longer reflects, but goeson with noticing those

bodily and mental objects which present themselves

continuously. Then at the moment when the five mental

faculties, namely, faith, energy ,
mindfulness^ concentration,

and wisdom, are properly balanced, the mental process of

noticing accelerates as if it becomes uplifted, and thebodily

and mental processes to be noticed also arise much quicker.

In a moment of in-breathing the rising of the abdomen
presents itself in quick succession, and the falling also

becomescorrespondlngly quicker. Quick succession isalso

evident in the process of bending and stretching. Sight

movements are felt spreading all over the body. In several

cases, prickly sensations and itching appear in quick

succession momentarily. By and large, these are feelings

hard to bear.

The meditator cannot possibly keep pace with that

quick succession of varied experiences If he attempts to

notice them by name. Noticing has here to be done in a

general manner, but with mindfulness. At this stage one

need not try to notice details of the objects arising in quick

succession, but one should notice them generally. If one

wishes to name them, a collective designation will be

sufficient. If one attempts to follow them in a detailed

manner, one will get tired soon. The Important thing isto

notice clearly and to comprehend what arises. At this

stage, the usual contemplation focused on afew selected

objects should be set aside and mindful noticing should

attend to every object that arises at the six sense doors.
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Only when one is not keen on this sort of noticing should

one revert to tlie usual contemplation.

Bodily and mental processes are many times swifter

than a wink of an eye or a flash of lightning. Yet if the

meditator goes on simply noticing these processes he can

fully comprehend them as they happen. The mindfulness

Iseoomes very strong. As a result, mindfulness seems as if

plunging into any object that arises. The object too seems

as if alighting on mindfulness. One comprehends each

object clearly and singly. Therefore the meditator then

believes: "Bodily and mental processes are very swift

indeed. They areasfast asamachlneor an engine. And yet

they all can be noticed and comprehended. Perhaps there

is nothing more to know. What Is to be known has been

known." He believes so because he knows by direct

experience what he has not even dreamt of before.

Again, asaresult of insight, abrilliant light will appear

to the meditator. There arises also in him rapture, causing

"goose-flesh," falling of tears, tremor In the limbs. It

producesin him asubtlethrlll and exhilaration. H efeelsas

if on a swing. He even wonders whether he is just giddy.

Then there arises tranquillity of mind and along with it

appears mental agility, etc. When sitting, lying, walking,

or standing, he feels quite at ease. Both body and mind are

agllein functioning swiftly; they arepliant in being ableto

attend to any object desired; they arewieldy in being able

to attend to an object for any length of time desired. One is

free from stiffness, heat, or pain. Insight penetrates objects

with ease. Mind becomes sound and straight, and one

wishes to avoid all evil. Through firm faith, mind is very

bright. At times, when there is no object to be noticed, the

mind remains tranquil for a long time. There arise in him

thoughtslikethese:" Verily, the Buddhaisomnisdent. Truly,

the body-and-mind process is impermanent, painful, and

without self." While noticing objects he comprehends
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lucidly the three characteristics. IHe wishes to advise

others to practice meditation. Free from sloth and torpor,

his energy is neither lax nor tense. There also arises in

him equanimity associated with insight. His happiness

exceeds his former experiences. So he wishes to

communicate hisfeelingsand experiencesto others. There

arises further a subtle attachment of a calm nature that

enjoys the Insight associated with the brilliant light,

mindfulness, and rapture. He comes to believe it to be

just the bliss of meditation.

The meditator should not reflect on these happenings.

As each arises, he should notice it accordingly: " Brilliant

light, faith, rapture, tranquillity, happiness, and so on."

When there Is brightness, one should notice It as " bri ght
,

"

until it disappears. S mi lar actsof noticing should bemade
in the other cases too. When brilliant light appears, at the

beginning one tends to forget noticing and enjoys seeing

the light. Even if the meditator appliesmindful noticing to

the light, it will be mixed with feelings of rapture and

happiness, and it is likely to linger on. However, one later

gets used to such phenomena and one will continue to

notice them clearly until they disappear. Sometimes the

light isso brilliant that onefindsit difficult to make it vanish

by the mere act of noticing it mindfully. Then one should

cease to pay attention to it and turn energetically to the

noticing of any object that arises in one's body. The
meditator should not ponder asto whether the light is still

there. If he does so, he is likely to see it. If such athought

arises, he should disperse it by vigorously directing his

attention to that very thought.

Whileconcentratlon Islntense, not only abrilliant light

but also several other extraordinary objects arise and may
continue if one inclines to one or the other of them. If such

inclination happens to arise, the meditator must notice it

quickly. In some cases, even if there is no such inclination
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towards any object in particular, faint objects appear one

after the other like a train of railway carriages. The
meditator should then respond to such visual images

simply by "seeing, seeing," and each object will disappear.

When the meditator's i nsight becomesw eaker , the objects

may become more distinct. Then each of them must be

noticed until the whole train of objects finally disappears.

One must recognize the fact that cherishing an

inclination towards such phenomena, I ike a brilliant light,

etc., and being attached to them, is a wrong attitude. The

correct response that is in conformity with the path of

Insight is to notice these objects mindfully and with

detachment until they disappear.

Mature Insight Knowledge

When the meditator continues to apply mindfulness to

body-and-mind, hislnslght will grow In clarity. IHewill come
to perceive more distinctly the arising and disappearing of

the bodily and mental process. He will come to know that

each object arises at one place and in that very place it

disappears. He will know that the previous occurrence is

one thing and the succeeding occurrence is another. So at

every act of noticing, he comprehends the characteristics

of Impermanence, palnfulnes8,and egolessness. After thus

contemplating for a considerable time, he may come to

believe: "Thisissurely the best that can be attained. It can't

be better, " and he becomes so satisfied with his progress

that he is likely to pause and relax. He should, however,

not relax at this stage, but go ahead with his practice of

noticing thebodlly and mental processes continuously for

a still longer timeJ^

Withtheimprovement of practice and when knowledge

becomes more mature, the arising of the objects is no longer

apparent to the meditator. He notices only their ceasing.
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They pass away ^nriftly. So also do the mental processes

of noticing them. For instance, while noticing ther/sf'ngfof

the abdomen, that movement vanishes in no time. And in

the same manner vanishes also the mental process of

noticing thai movement. Thus it will be clearly known to

the meditator that both the rising and the noticing vanish

immediately one after another. The same applies in the

case of the falling of the abdomen, of sitting, bending or

stretching of an arm or leg, stiffness in the limbs, and so

on. The noticing of an object and the knowledge of its

ceasing occur in quid^ succession. Som e m ed itators perceive

distinctly three phases: noticing an object, Its ceasing, and

the passing away of the consciousness that cognizes that

ceasing—^all in quick succession. However, It Is sufficient

to know, in pairwise sequence, thedissolution of an object

and the passing away of the consciousness of noticing that

dissolution.

When a meditator can clearly notice these pairs

uninterruptedly, theparticular featuressuch asbody, head,

hand, and leg, are no longer apparent to him, and there

appears to him the idea that everything is ceasing and

vanishing. At this stage he is likely to feel that his

contemplation is not up to the mark. But in fact, it is not so.

Mind as a rule tai^es delight in dwelling on the sight of

particular features and forms. Because of their absence,

mind iswanting in satisfaction. Asamatter of fact, it isthe

manifestation of the progress of insight. At the beginning,

it is features that are clearly noticed first, but now their

ceasing is noticed first, because of the progress. Only on

repeated reflection, features appear again, but if they are

not noticed thefact of dissolution reappears to remain. So

one comes to know by direct experience the truth of the

wise saying: "When a name or designation arises, a reality

lies hidden; when a reality reveals itself, a name or

designation disappears."
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When themeditator notices theobjectsdearly he thinks

that hlsnotidngsarenot dose enough. In fact, because the

insight is so swift and clear he comes to know even the

nnomentary subconsciousness in between the processes of

cognition. H eintendsto do something, for instance, bending

or stretching an arm, and he readily notices that intention

which thereby tends to fade away, with the result that he

cannot bend or stretch for some time. In that event, he

should switch his attention to contemplating the occur-

rences at one of the sense doors.

If the meditator extends his contemplation over the

whole body, as usual, beginning with the noticing of the

rising and the falling of the abdomen, he will soon gain

momentum, and then heshould oontinuenoticing touching

and knowing, or seeing and knowing, or hearing and

knowing, and so on, as one or the other occurs. While so

doing, if he feels that he is either restless or tired, then he

should revert to noticing the rising and falling of the

abdomen. After sometime, when he gains momentum, he

should notice any object that arises In the whole body.

When he can contemplate well in such a spread-out

manner, even if hedoesnot notice an object with vigor, he

i^nows that what he hearsfadesaw ay, what heseesdissolves

in broi^en parts, with no continuation between them. This

is seeing things as they are. Some meditators do not see

clearly what ishappening becausethevanishing isso swift

that they feel their eyesight is getting poorer or they are

giddy. It is not so. They are simply lacking the power of

cognition to noticewhat happens before and after, with the

result that they do not see the features or forms. At such a

time, they should relax and stop contemplating. But the

bodily and mental processes continue to appear to them,

and consdousness, of its own accord, continues to notice

those processes. Themeditator may decideto sleep, but he

does not fall asleep and yet he remains fit and alert. He
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need not worry about the loss of sleep, because on this

account hewill not feel unwell or fall ill. Heshould go ahead

with noticing energetically and hewill feel that hismind is

quite capable of perceiving the objects fully and clearly.

When engaged in noticing continuously both the

dissolution of theobjectsand theactof knowing, hereflects:

" Even for thewink of an eye or aflash of lightning nothing

lasts. Onedid not realize thisbefore. Asthlngs ceased and

vanished in the past, so will they cease and vanish in the

future." One must notice such a reflection.

Besides, in thennidst of contemplation, the meditator is

likely to havean awarenessof tearfulness. Hereflects:" One
enjoys life, not knowing the truth. Now that oneknowsthe
truth of continuous dissolution it Istruly fearful. At every

moment of dissolution one may die. The beginning of this

life itself is fearful. So are the endless repetitions of the

arisings. Fearful it is to feel that In the absence of real

featuresand formsthe arisingsappear to be real. So are the

efforts to arrest the changing phenomena for the sake of

well-being and happiness. To be reborn isfearful In that It

will be a recurrence of objectsthat areceasing and vanishing

always. Fearful indeed it is to be old, to die, to experience

sorrow, lamentation, pain, grief and despair." Such a
reflection should beneficed and then dismissed.

Then the meditator sees nothing to depend on and

becomes as It were weakened in mind as well as in body.

He is seized with dejection. He is no longer bright and

spirited. But heshould not despair. Thiscondition of his is

a sign of the progress of insight. It is nothing more than

being unhappy at the awareness of tearfulness. He must

noticesuch areflection, and ashecontlnuesto notice objects

as they arise, one after another, thisunhappy feeling will

disappear soon. H owever, if hefailsto contemplatefor some
time, then grief will assert itself and fear will overpower

him. This kind of fear is not associated with insight.
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Therefore care must be taken to prevent the oncoming of

such undesirablefear, by energetic contemplation.

Again, in themidst of noticing objects, he islikely to find

faults, in this nnanner: 'This body-and -mind process, being

impermanent, isunsatisfactory. Itwasnotagood thing to have

been born. It is not good either to continue in existenoa It is

disappointing to see the appearance of seemingly definite

featuresandformsof objectswhilein fact they arenot realities.

It is in vain that one makes efforts to seek well-being and

happiness. Birth is not desirable. Dreadful areold age, death,

lamentation,pain,grief and de^air." A reflection of thisnature

must likewisebe noticed.

Then onetendsto feel that body-and-mind astheobject,

and the consciousness noticing it, are very crude, low, or

worthless. By noticing their arising and disappearing he

gets sick of them. He might see his own body decaying and

decomposing. He looks upon it as being very fragile.

At this stage, while the meditator is noticing all that

arises in his body-and-mind, he Is getting disgusted with

it. Although he cognizesclearly their dissolution by aseries

of good noticings he is no longer alert and bright. His

contemplation is associated with disgust. So he becomes

lazy to contemplate. But neverthelesshecannot refrain from

contemplating. For example, it is like one who feels

disgusted at every step when he has to walk on a muddy
and dirty path and yet he cannot stop going. He cannot

help but go on. At this time, he sees the human abode as

being subject to theprocessof dissolution, and hedoesnot

relish theprospect of being reborn asahuman being, man
or woman, king or multimillionaire. He has the same
feelings towards the celestial abodes.^^

When through this knowledge hefeelsdisgusted with

regard to every formation noticed, there will arise in him a

desire to forsake these formations or be delivered from

them.'^ Seeing, hearing, touching, reflecting, standing.
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sitting, bending, stretching, noticing—he wishesto get rid

of them all. Heshould notice this wishing. Henow longs

for the liberation from bodily and mental processes. He
reflects: "Every time I notice them, I am meeting with

repetitions, which are all bad. I had better stop noticing

them." IH e should tal^e notice of such areflection.

Some meditators, when so reflecting, actually stop

noticing the formations. Although they do so, the

formationsdo not stop taking place, namely: rising, falling,

bending, stretching, intending, and so on. They go on as

ever. Noticing of thedisti net formationsal so continues. So,

reflecting thus, hefeelspleased:" Although I stop noticing

the body-and-mind, formations are taking place all the

same. They arearising, and consdousnessof them isthere,

by itself. So liberation from them cannot be achieved by

merely stopping to notice them. They cannot be forsaken

in thisway. By noticing them as usual, the three character-

istics of life will be fully comprehended and then, no heed

being given to them, equan i mi ty w i 1 1 be galned . Theend of

theseformations, Nibb^a, will be realized. Peaceand bliss

will come. ' So reflecting with delight, hecontinuesto notice

theformations. In thecaseof those meditators who arenot

capable of reflecting in this way, they continue their

meditation oncethey beoomesatisfied with the explanation

of their teachers.

Soon after continuing meditation they gain momentum,
and at that time usually various painful feelings arise in

some cases. This need not cause despair. It is only the

manifestation of the characteristic inherent in this mass of

suffering, as stated in the Commentary thus: "Seeing the

five aggregates as painful, asadisease, asaboil, asadart,

asacalamity, asan affliction, etc." If such painful feelings

are not experienced, one of the forty characteristics of

impermanence, suffering or no-self will be apparent at

every noticing. Although the meditator is properly
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noticing hefeelsthat he is not doing well. Hethlnl^sthat

the consciousness of noticing and the object noticed arenot

close enough. This is because he is too eager to comprehend

fully the nature of the three characteristics.

Not satisfied with his contemplation he changes his

posture often. While sitting he thinl^s he will do better

walking. While walking he wants to resume sitting. After

he has sat down he changes the position of his limbs. He
wantsto go to another place; hewantsto lie down. Although

he makes these changes he cannot remain long in one

particular position. Again, he becomes restless. But he

should not despair. All this happens because he has come
to reallzethetruenatureof theformations^ and also because

hehas not yet acquired the"knowiedgeof equanimity about

formations." He is doing well and yet he feels otherwise.

He should try to adhere to one posture, and he will find

that he is comfortable in that posture. Continuing to notice

the formations energetically, his mind will gradually

becomeoomposed and bright. In theend hisrestlessfeelings

will disappear totally.

When the" know ledge of equanimity about formations"

becomes mature, the mind will be very clear and able to

notice the formations very lucidly.^ Noticing runssmoothly

asif no effort isrequired. Subtleformations, too, arenotioed

without effort. The true characteristics of impermanence,

pain, and no-self are becoming evident without any

reflection. Attention is directed to a particular spot at any

part of thebody w herever asaisation occurs, but thefeeling

of touch isas smooth asthat of cotton wool. Sometimes the

objects to be noticed in the whole body are so many that

noticing hasto be accelerated. Both body and mind appear

to be pulling upwards. The objects being noticed become
sparse and one can notice them easily and calmly.

Sometimes the bodily formations disappear altogether

leaving only themental formations. Then themeditator will
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experience within himself a feeling of rapture as if

enjoying a shower of tiny particles of water. He is also

suffused with serenity. Hemight also see brightness like a

clear sky. These marked experiences, however, do not

influencehim excessively. He is not overjoyed. But hestill

enjoys them. He must notice this enjoyment. Hemust also

notice rapture, serenity, and bright light. If they do not

vanish when being noticed, he should pay no heed to them

and notice any other object that arises.

At this Stage he becomes satisfied with the knowledge

that thereisno I, mine, he, or his, and that only formations

arise; formations only are cognizing formations. He also

findsdelight in noticing the objectsone after another. He is

not tired of noticing them for along time. He Is free from

painful feelings. So whatever posture he chooses he can

retain it long. Either sitting or lying he can go on

contemplating for two or threehourswithout experiencing

any discomfort, spending his time tirelessly. Intending to

contemplate for a while, he may go on for two or three

hours. Even after that timehlspostureisasfirm as before.

At times formations arise swiftly and he notices them

well. Then he may become anxious as to what would

happen to him. He should notice such an anxiety. He feels

he is doing well. He should notice this feeling. He looks

forward to the progress of insight. He should notice this

anticipation. Heshould noticesteadily whatever arises. He
should not put forth aspecial effort nor relax. In somecases,

because of the anxiety, joy, attachment, or anticipation,

noticing becomes lax and slipsback. Some who think that

the goal isvery near contemplate with great energy . While

doing so, noticing becomes lax and th^ slip back. This

happens because a restless mind cannot concentrate

properly on formations. So when noticing is going well the

meditator must go on steadily:that meansheshould neither

relax nor put forth special effort. If hedoesgo on steadily.
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he will rapidly gain Insight into the end of all the

formations and realize NIbbana. In the case of some
meditators, they may, at this stage, rise higher and again

fall several times. They should not give way to despair

but Instead hold fast to determination. Heed must be paid

also to noticing whatever arises at all the six sense doors.

However, when noticing goes on smoothly and calmly,

contemplation In such adiverslfied manner is not possible.

So this manner of noticing should begin with gaining

momentum in contemplation until it becomes smooth and

calm.

If themeditator begins either with rising and falling of

the abdomen, or with any other bodily or mental object, he

will find that he gains momentum. And then the noticing

will go on of its own accord smoothly and calmly. It will

appear to him that he is watching with ease the ceasing

and vanishing of the formations in aclear manner. At this

point his mind is quite free from all the defilements.

However pleasant and Inviting an object may be. It is no

longer so to him. Again, however loathsomean object may
be, it is no longer so to him. He simply sees, hears, smells,

tastes, feels a touch, or cognizes. With six kinds of

equanimity described in the texts he notices all the

formations. Helsnot even awareof thelength of timeheis

engaged in contemplation. Nor does he reflect in any

manner. But If he does not develop sufficient progress of

insighttogain the"knowledgeof thepath and itsfruition"

(maggaar\6 p/7a/a) within two or three hours, concentration

becomes slack and reflection sets in.

On the other hand, If he is making good progress, he

may anticipate further advance. He will become so

delighted with the result that he will experience a "fall."

Then he must dispel such an anticipation or reflection by

directing bare noticing to it. A steady contemplation will

achievesmooth progress again. But if sufficient strength of
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insight has not yet been achieved, concentration becomes
slack again. In this way, some meditators progress and

fall back several times. Those who are acquainted with

the stages of the progress of insight by way of study (or

by hearing about them) encounter such ups and downs.

Hence it is not good for a pupil who meditates under the

guidance of a teacher to get acquainted with these stages

before meditation begins. But for the benefit of thosewho
have to practice without the guidance of an experienced

teacher, these stages have been indicated here.

In spiteof such fluctuation in hisprogressthe meditator

must not allow himself to beoveroomeby disappointment

or despair, l-le is now, as it were, at the threshold of the

path and fruit. As soon as the five faculties {indriy^ of

faith, energy, mindfulness, concentration, and wisdom
are developed in an even manner, he will soon reach the

path and fruit and realize Nibbana^^

i-iow Nibb^na is Realized

Path Knowledge

The ups and downs of insight {knowledge occurring in the

aforesaid manner arecomparableto abird let loosefrom a

sea-going ship. In ancient times the captain of a sea-going

ship, finding it difficult to know whether the ship was
approaching land, released abird that he had taken with

him. Thebird flew In all four directionsto look for the shore.

Whenever it could not find any land, it came back to the

ship. So long asinsight knowledge Is not matureenough to

grow into path and fruition knowledge and thereby attain

to the realization of N ibbana, it becomes lax and retarded,

just as the bird returns to the ship.

When the bird sees land, it flies on in that direction

without returning to the ship. Smilarly, when insight

knowledge is mature, having become keen, strong, and
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ludd, it will understand one of the formations at one of

the six sense doors as being impermanent or painful or

without self. That act of noticing any one characteristic

out of the three, which has a higher degree of lucidity

and strength in its perfect understanding, becomes faster,

and manifests Itself three or four timesin rapid succession.

Immediately after the last consciousness in this series of

accelerated noticing has ceased, path and fruition {magga-

phala) arises realizing Nibbana, the cessation of all

formations.

The acts of noticing are now more lucid than the

previousonesimmediatelybeforethereailzatlon. Alter the

last act of noticing, the cessation of the formations and

realization of N ibb^abecomemanlfest. That iswhy those

who have realized Nibbana have said:

Theobjects noticed and theconsdousness noticing them

cease altogether ; or the objects and the acts of noticing

are cut off as a creeper is cut by a knife; or the objects

and the acts of noticing fall off as if one is relieved of a

heavy load;or theobjectsand theactsof noticing break

away asif something oneisholding breaks asunder; or

the objects and the acts of noticing are suddenly freed

as if from a p r i son ; or the objectsand the acts of not!d ng

are blown off as if a candle is suddenly extinguished;

or they disappear as if darkness is suddenly replaced

by light; or they are released as if freed from an

embroilment;orthey sink asif in water; or they abruptly

stop asif a person running were stopped by a violent

push; or they cease altogether.

Theduration of realizing thecessation of formationsis,

however, not long. It isso short that it lastsjust for an instant

of noticing. Then themeditator reviewswhat hasoccurred.

He knows that the cessation of the material processes

noticed, and the mental processes noticing them, is the
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realization of path, fruit, and Nibb^a. Those who are

well informed know that the cessation of the formations

is Nibbana, and the realization of cessation and bliss is

the path and fruit. They would say inwardly: " I have now

realized Nibbana and have attained the path and fruit of

stream-entry (sai^ti'msggaphal^" Such a clear knowl-

edge is evident to one who has studied the scriptures or

heard sermons on this subject.22

Some meditators review defilements, i.e., those already

abandoned and those remaining to be abandoned. After

having reviewed in thisway,they still continuethepractice

of noticing bodily and mental processes. While doing so,

however, the bodily and mental processes appear to be
coarse. Both the arising and the passing away of the

processes are clearly evident to the meditator. And yet the

meditator now feels as if his noticing is lax and has

regressed. Asa matter of fact he has come back to the

knowledge of arising and passing away. It is true, his

noticing hasbecomelax and regressed. Becausehehascome
back to this stage, he Is I Ikely to see bright I Ights or shapes

of objects. In some cases, this reversion results in

unbalanced contemplation in that the objects noticed and

acts of noticing do not go together. Some meditators

experience slight pain for awhile. By and large, the

meditators noticethat their mental processes aredear and

bright. At this stage, the meditator feels that his mind is

absolutely free from any encumbrance; he feels happily

unhindered. In such aframeof mind he cannot notice the

mental process, and even if he does so, he cannot notice it

distinctly. He cannot think of any other thing either. He
simply feels bright and blissful.

When this feeling loses its vigor he can again notice

the bodily and mental processes and know their arising

and passing away clearly. After sometime he reaches the

stage where he can notice the formations smoothly and
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calmly. Then, if the Insight knowledge is mature, he can

again attain to the "knowledge of the cessation of the

formations." If the power of concentration is keen and

firm, then such knowledge can repeat itself frequently.

At these times, the object of the meditators is to attain to

theknowledge of the first path and fruit, and consequently

they regain that knowledge repeatedly.

Thus far I have described the method of meditation,

the progressive stages of insight knowledge, and the

realization of the path and fruition of stream-entry.

One who has attained the knowledge of path and

fruition isawareof thedistinct change of histemperament

and mental attitude and feelsthat hislifehaschanged. His

faith or trustful confidence in the Three Sacred Gems
becomes very strong and firm. Due to this strengthened

faith he also gains in rapture and serenity. There arises in

him aspontaneous upsurge of happiness. Because of these

ecstaticexperienoeshecannot noticetheobjectsin adistinct

manner even though he endeavors to do so right after the

attainment of the path and fruit. However, these experiences

wane gradually after some hours or days, and he will then

be able again to notice the formations distinctly. In some

cases, meditators who haveattained thepath and fruit feel

relieved of a great burden, free and easy, and do not wish

to go on contemplating. Their object, the attainment of the

path and fruit, has been achieved and their hearts'

contentment is understandable.

Fruition Knowledge

If one who has attained the path and fruit wishes to

attain the know ledge of fruition (phala-ha6a)dn6 to realize

Nibbana once again, he must direct his mind towards that

goal and again attend to noticing mindfully thebodily and

mental processes. In the course of insight meditation it is
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only natural that analytical knowledge of body and mind
appears first to a worldling (puthujjana) and knowledge

of arising and passing away appears first to a noble

person (ariya). Therefore a meditator at this stage,

conscious of the bodily and mental processes, will

Immediately achieve knowledge of arising and passing

away, followed soon by the other progressive stages of

insight, up to knowledge of equanimity about formations.

When this (knowledge matures, the cessation of

formations. Nibbana, is reached with the resultant

knowledge of fruition.

Thisknowledgelastsjust amoment to onewho hasnot

previously made a resolve on Its duration; but it may
sometimes last a little longer. But In the case of thosewho
had madeaprior resolveon itsduration, the i<now ledge of

fruition lasts longer, say the whole day or night, or as long

as the time resolved, as stated in the Commentaries.

Likewise, in these days. In the case of those Immersed in

concentration and insight, fruition lastsan hour, two hours,

three hours, and so on. Fruition knowledge comes to an

end only when the meditator wishes to terminate it.

Nevertheless, during a period of fruition know ledge lasting

an hour or two, reflective moments sometimes arise, but

they disappear after four or five noticings, and fruition

knowledge recurs. In somecases, fruition knowledge lasts

for several hours, without any Interruption.

While fruition knowledge lasts, consciousness is

absolutely set upon the cessation of formations known by

the designation "Nibbana." Nibbana is a d/?a77/77a entirely

liberated from the bodily and mental process and all

mundane notions. Therefore, during the experiencing of

fruition knowledgetherearisesno aw arenessof one'sbodily

and mental processes and of this world, nor of any other

mundane sphere. One is absolutely free from the entire

mundane^here. One is absolutely free from all mundane
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knowledge and inclinations. There are around him all

objects to see, hear, smell or touch, but he is not aware of

them at all. His posture is firm. If the bliss of fruition

knowledge comes while he is sitting, his sitting posture

remains firm, as firm as before, without bending or

sagging. IHowever, when the process of fruition knowl-

edge comes to an end there arises at once In him the

awareness of thoughts relating to the cessation of the

formations or the objects of sight, hearing, etc. Then the

normal contemplation returns or buoyant feeling or

reflection. At the beginning the formations appear to him

to be coarse and his notidngs are not vigorous enough. But

In the case of those who are strong In Insight, their

contemplation runs as smoothly as ever.

A note of warning may be given here. The meditator

should make a prior resolve on the speedy entrance into

fruition knowledge and the duration of it. He should not

turn his attention to a resolve once he has started to notice

the bodily and mental processes. Before the maturity of

Insight isachieved, while he is doing very well In noticing

theformations, he may experience' goose-flesh," yawning,

trembling, and sobbing, and loose the momentum of

contemplation. While the acts of noticing are gaining

strength, hemay look forward to thegoai and thereby lose

the grip on his contemplation. But he should not think of

anything other than his contemplation, and If he does so

unwittingly, he must notice the extraneousthought. Some
attain to fruition knowledgeonly after several lossesof the

momentum in their acts of noticing. If one's concentration

isweak,then the entry into fruition knowledge isslow, and

w hen it comes it does not last long.

This is a description of the process of fruition

knowledge.
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Reviewing

Some meditators pass quici^ly through the stages of the

j^nowledge of tearfulness, misery, disgust, and desire for

deliverance, and consequently have no dear view of them.

So, if one wishes to review them, one should review each

of them for a fixed time. For example, for half an hour or

one hour one should pay heed only to the arising and

passing away of theobjectSiWitharesolveon thel<nowledge

of arising and passing away. During that period the

knowledgeof arising and passing away remainsintact, and

therewill benofurther progress of insight. However, when
that timeisup, knowledgeof dissolution arisesby itself. If

it does not arise then, attention should be given to

dissolution with a resolve that knowledge of dissolution

should persist for acertain time. During that period what

has been resolved upon will occur.

On the expiry of the time fixed, the next higher

knowledgewill arise by itself. If itdoesnot,heshould aspire

to the knowledge of tearfulness associated with fearful

objects. Then knowledgeof tearfulness will come together

with fearful objecta Then he should turn his attention to

miserable objects and knowledge of misery will arise very

soon. When the mind isdirected to disgusting objects it will

giveriseto knowledgeof disgust. Getting disgusted with every

noticing, knowledgeof disgust will set in. Then the next stage

must bethought of, know ledgeof desirefor deliverance. Seized

with an ardent desire to bedelivered from the formations, he

should aspire to the relevant knowledge, and soon that

knowledgewill come, after some effort.

When one inclines towards the next higher stage, one

will experience pains, wish to change postures, and become

disturbed by a feeling of dissatisfaction, but will gain

knowledgeof re-observation. Then, the meditator must turn

hismind to theknowledge of equanimity. Themomentum
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of contemplation will go on until tliere arises smoothly

the knowledge of re-observation. In this way, one will

find that during the stipulated time, whileone isnoticing,

the particular knowledge one aspires to arises and on its

expiry the next higher knowledge arises, as if it were a
rise of the barometer. If a review of the above-mentioned

knowledges Is not yet satisfactory, It should be repeated

until one Is satisfied. To a very ardent meditator the

progress is so very swift that he may reach the stage of

knowledge of equanimity about formations in a few

moments, as also the stage of fruition knowledge. One
who is well matured in the practioe can attain to fruition

knowledge while walking or having a meal.

How to attain the Higher Paths

When themeditator getsfull satisfaction from theexerdses

to attain speedily thefruition knowledge of the first path,

as also to abide therein for along time, he should strive to

attain the higher paths. He must then make an ardent wish

in this manner, having determined a definite period for

striving: " During this period I do not wish to experience

thefruition knowledge. May there be no recurrence of that

knowledgel Ms^ I attain to the higher path.thepath I have

not yet attained! May I reach that goal!" With this ardent

wish, he should, as usual, notice bodily and mental

processes.

The advantage of thedetermi nation of adefiniteperiod

is that, if he so wishes, he can easily re-attain thefruition

knowledge of the path already acquired. If no such time

limit Ismade, and onegoeson striving to attain to thehigher

path, then It will no longer be possible for one to re-attain

the fruition knowledge of the lower path. In that event, if

one finds that one cannot yet attain to the higher path or

go back to the fruition knowledge of the lower path, one

will be disturbed by a feeling of dissatisfaction and
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disappointment. The advantage of abandoning the wish

for re-attaining the already attained fruition l<nowledgeis

the non-attainment of that knowledgeduringtheparticular

period, and if there ismaturity of insight, onecan attain to

the higher path. If the wish is not fully abandoned, then

thepreviousfruition knowledgem^ set in again. Therefore

full abandonment of the wish is called for during this

defined period.

When one begins the contemplation with a view to

attaining the higher path, theprogressof insight will begin

with (knowledge of arising and passing away. Then the

progress of insight Is not the same as one maizes whiie

striving for the recurrence of fruition l<nowledge, but the

sameasthe progressonemakesin practicing contemplation

for the lower path. Brilliant light or shapes may appear as

in the case of the earlier stage of know ledge of arising and

passing aw ay. Onemay experiencepain.Thedistinct arising

and passing aw8^ of thebodily and mental processesoccur.

Although It does not take long to regain knowledge of

equanimity about formations while one is contemplating

for therecurrenceof fruition knowledge, now if insightdoes

not matureonewill havetoremain long at the stages of the

lower knowledges.

However, no difficulty will confront the meditator as

in the case of his contemplstion for the lower path. It is

posslblethat In aday'stlmehemay attain to oneknowledge

after another up to knowledge of equanimity about

formations. The mental processof know ledge is much more

lucid, distinct, and broad. Much keener are his experiences

of tearfulness, misery, di^ust, and desire for deliverance

from theillsof themundanespherea Formerly, although it

waspossibleto attain fruition knowledgefour or fivetimes

in an hour, now, if insight is not yet maturefor the higher

path, knowledge of equanimity about formationsgoeson.

Possibly it may last from a day to months or years. On the
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maturity of insight, distinct notidngs of the formations

having appeared, the realization of the cessation of

formations comes with the attainment of the higher path

and fruit. Then will come to him the knowledge of

reviewing. He will later return to the stage of knowledge

of arising and passing away with a very clear mental

process. This is the description of the progress of insight

leading to the attainment of the path of the once-relurner

(sakadagami-maggsl).

Again, if oneardently wishestoattain tothethird path,

the path of the non-returner (anagami-magga), one must

again decide on a definite period during which one

abandons fully the desire for returning to the fruition

knowledge of the previous path. Then one resolves thus:

"May only the progress of insight relating to the higher

path come! May I attain the higher path and fruition!" And
onemust begin contemplating on body and mind asusual.

One begins with know ledge of arising and passing away,

but soon one will attain the higher knowledges one after

theother up toknowledgeof equanimity about formations.

If insight isnotyet mature, then that knowledgewill linger

on. When it matures, then it will reach the cessation of

formationsand with it theknow ledge of thethird path and

fruition.

This is the description of the attainment of the third

path and fruition, that Is, of the anagami or non-returner.

One who aspires to the fourth and final path and

fruition, that of arahatship (arahatta-magga-phala), must fix

aperiod and give up all desire to re-attain to the fruition

knowledge of the third path. Then he must begin to

contemplatethebodily and mental processesasusual.This

is the Only Way, as stated in the Satipaj^ti^a Sutta.

Beginning with knowledge of arising and passing away,

soon knowledge of equanimity about formations will be

attained. If insightisnot yet mature, it will be slow. When
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it does mature, then the meditator will attain to the

cessation of formations with the realization of the path of

arahatship.

In theforegoing paragraphs, the words to the effect that

the progress of insight will end on the realization of the

{knowledge of the paths and fruitions (msggarphala'haDa)

refer only to those who have gained maturity in the

fulfillment of pdram/f^ (perfections). Thosewho have not

yet developed paramitas^uWy will come to a standstill at

the knowledgeof equanimity about formations.

An important point to be noted is that, although the

person who has attained the first path is likely to attain the

second path soon with comparative ease, he will find It

difficult to reach the third path for a long time. The reason

is that the attainers of the first path and the second path

are both well practiced in the observance of virtue (sila), in

other words, they are paragons of virtue. In the case of the

attainer of the third path, hemust havealsofully developed

concentration (sam^). Therefore, he is not able to attain

the third path easily since he has to strive hard to develop

concentration.

Though thisisso, without theutmost effort to develop

one'spowersonecannot possibly know whether onelsable

to attain thispath or that, in some cases, the attainment of

apath comes only after along time, and because onehasto
strivethat long it must not beassumed that onehasnot yet

fully developed param/Yas A gain, the present effort can lead

to the fulfillment of paravitas, to their maturation. So one

should not waste time by weighing in one'smind thematter

of having param/l^or not.

The meditator should bear in mind the following

undeniablepoint and put forth utmost effort to achieve his

aspiration: "Even the development of paramitis is not

possible without effort. Granted that one has fully

developed paramitas, he cannot possibly attain any path
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without effort. Such a person can attain a path easily and

speedily if heputsforth effort. If hehasdeveloped p^amitas

to an appreciable extent, hiseffortwill leadtotheir maturity

and consequently he can attain the path he aspires to. At

the I east, he has sow n potent seedsfor the harvest of apath

in the next existence."

Advice

In these times when the Buddha Sasana still exists, those

who are most ardent and l^een to worl^ for their own
deliverancefrom theillsof theworld and the attainment of

path, fruit, and Nibb^a, which is the highest goal of

Wpassana (insight) meditation, will be well advised to

practice in the above way the contemplations of body,

feelings, consciousness, and mental objects, otherwise

called Satipa^ji^a meditation. It is, indeed, necessary for

them.

A Special Note

Thetechnique of insight meditation outlined inthistreatise

is quite sufficient for persons of fair intelligence. Such

persons, having read it, should practice these contem-

plations with firm, keen desire, and great diligence in a

methodical manner and they can be sure of progress. It

must, however, be pointed out that the details of the

experiences and the progressive stages of insight gone

through by meditators can not possibly be described in full

in thisshort treatise. Therestill remainsmuch that isworthy

of description. On theother hand, what has been described

here is not experienced totally by every meditator. There

arebound to be differences according to one's capabilities

and paramitas. Again, one'sfaith, desire, and diligence do

not remain constant always. Furthermore, a meditator,

having no instructor and being entirely dependent on book
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knowledge, will be as cautious and hesitant as a traveler

who hasnever been on aparticular journey . Therefore, it is

obviously not very easy for such aperson to attain the paths,

fruitions, and Nibbana if he goes on striving without a

teacher to guide and encourage him.

This being so, onewho is really keen to meditate until

heattainshlsgoal must find ateacher who isfully qualified

by his own attainments to guide him all along the way
from the lowest stage of insight to the highest knowledges

of path, fruition, and reviewing. This advice is quite in

accord with what is stated in theNidanavagga, Sai yutta

Nikaya "A teacher should besought for know ledge about

decay-and-death as It really is." Should anybody be
obsessed with pride: "I am an extraordinary man. Why
should I learn from anyone?' he will be well advised to

do away with such pride, as Potthila Mahathera did.

In the course of contemplation, bearing in mind the

following advioe of the Buddha, one should make every

effort to win the goal:

No slacker nor the man of little strength

May win Nibb^a, freedom from all III.

And thisyoung bhikkhu, yes, thispeerless man
Bears thelast burden, M^a'soonqueror.

Nidanavagga Sai yutta, 21:4

(Kincbred Sayings W p. 188)
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1. The Eight Uposatha Precepts are abstention from

(1) killing, (2) stealing, (3) all sexuai intercourse,

(4) lying, (5) intoxicants, (6) partaking of solid food

and certain liquids after twelve o clock noon,

(7) abstention from dance, song, music, shows
(attendance and performance), from the use of

perfumes, ornaments, etc., (8) and from luxurious

beds.

2. There are four noble individuals (ariya-puggeia).

They are those who have obtained the paths and
fruits:

(1) The stream-winner (sdtipanna) is one who has

become free from the first three of the ten fetters

which bind beingstothesensuoussphere, namely,

personality belief, skeptical doubt, and attachment

to mere rules and rituals.

(2) Theonce-returner fsaf^ac/agfarr?/^ hasweakened the

fourth and fifth of theten fetters, sensuous craving

and ill will.

(3) The non-returner (anagami) becomes fully free

from the above-mentioned five lower fetters and

is no longer reborn in the sensuous sphere.

(4) Through the path of Arahant one further becomes
free of the last five fetters: craving for fine-material

existence (in celestial worlds), cravl ng for immaterial

(purely mental) existence, concat, restlessness, and

ignorance.

For a full explanation see Buddhist Dictionary by

NyanatilokaMah^hera, or his WordafttieBudcBTa

48
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3. The thirty-two parts of the body, as used in body
contemplation, are: head hair, body hair, nails, teeth,

skin Jlesh, sinews, bones, marrow
,
kidney, heart, liver,

diaphragm, spleen, lungs, intestines, mesentery,

stomach, exaement, bile, phlegm, pus, blood, sweat,

lymph. tears, serum, saliva, nasal mucus, synovial fluid,

urine, brain. For details of this meditation see ThePsth

of Purification (Visuddhimagg^ abbreviated as Vism.)

by Acariya Buddhaghosa, translated by Bhikkhu

N^amoli, VIII.8.

4. The meditation instructor will explain the sitting

position in detail. See also The Heart of Buddhist

Meditetion, by Nyanaponika Thera (Rider & Co.,

London), p. 89.

5. Some of these points where the touch sensation may
be observed are: where thigh and knee touch, where
the hands are placed together, where finger meets

finger, wherethumbmeetsthumb,wheretheeyellds
are closed, the tongue inside the mouth, the lips

touching when the mouth Isdosed.

6. Taruoa-udayabbay^aoa On the degrees of insight

knowledge, see The Progress of Insigti by the Ven.

Mah^ Say^aw (BPS; Kandy).

7. The preceding section describes the "analytical

know I ed ge of bod y and m i nd " (nama-rupa-pariocheda-

n^a), belonging to the "purification of view." See

Progress, p. 7; Vism XVIII.

8. The preceding section refers to knowledge by

discerning conditionality (paocaya-pariggaha-hao^,

belonging to the" purification by overcoming doubt."

Sse Progress, p. 8ff.; Vism XIX.

9. The preceding paragraphs refer to the "knowledge

of comprehension' (sammasana-naja). See Progress,

p. 10ff.; Vism XX.Sff.
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10. These phenomena are the "ten oorruptionsof insight"

on which, see Progress, p. lOff.; Vism XX. 106ff. They

have the character of "corruptions" only when they

cause attachment in the meditator, or lead to conceit,

i.e., if, in nnisjudging these phenomena and overrating

his achievements, he believes he has attained to the

pathsof sanctity. These" corruptions" occur at thestage

of "weak knowledge of rise and fall." see PrcgreBS^ p.

12ff. VIsm XX.93ff.

11. Thisrefersto "purification by knowiedgeand vision

of what is path and not-path." see Progress, p. 16;

Vism XX.126ff.

12. Reference is here to the "mature knowledge of rise

and fail." see Progress, p. 16; Vism XXI.3ff.

13. "Knowledgeof dissolution." see/^qgfress^p. 17;Vism

XXI lOff.

14. "Knowledgeof fearfulnesa" seePrcgress^p. 19;Vism

XXI.29ff.

15. "Knowledge of misery." see Progress, p. 19; Vism
XXl.35ff.

16. "Knowledge of disgust." See Progress, p 20; Vism
XX 1.43-44.

17. "Know Iedge of desire for deliverance." See Progress,

p. 20; Vism XXI.45-46.

18. For these forty characteristics, see Vism XX.ISf.;

Pa|3sambhld^agga, Vipassana-Katha In these texts,

ten characteristics of impermanence, twenty-five of

suffering, and fiveof non-self are enumerated.

19. This refers to "knowledge of re-observation (or

reflection)." See Progress, p. 21f.; Vism XXI.47ff.

20. "Knowledge of equanimity about formations." See

Prepress, p. 22ff.; Vism XXI.61ff.
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21. On the balance of the five faculties, see The Wsy of

Wisdom, by Edward Conze (Wheel No. 66/ 66), p. 51.

22. At the suggestion of the Venerable Author, the

following two referencesare herequoted, in explana-

tion of thestages In the realization of Nibble, on the

paths of stream-entry, once-returning, etc.:

1. Vism XXI. 126-27: "'One who sees Nibbana,

which merges in the deathless (in the sense of

the end) realizes it (Palis I 35). The seeing of

Nibbana at the moment of the first path Is

realizing as seeing (dassan^. At the other path

moments it is realizing as developing (bhavan^."

2. Atttiasalini (The Expositor), translated by Maung
Tin: "Suppose a man who can see, Is travelling

along a path on a cloudy night. The path is ob-

scured by the darkness. Lightning flashes and
dispels the dark. In the absence of darkness the

path becomes clear. This happens on a second

journey, and again on a third journey. Here, like

the man who can see his setting out on the path,

so is the effort of Insight put forth by the Aryan

disciple for the stream-winning path. Like oblit-

eration of the way in darkness Is the darkness

covering the truths. Like the moment when the

lightning flashes and dispels the darkness is the

moment when the light of the stream-winning

path arises and dispelsthedarkness covering the

truths. Like the manifestation of the way when
darkness clears is the time of the manifestations

of the four truths in the stream -winning path:

and what is manifest in the path Is known to the

person who hasgot it. Like the second journey is

the effort of insight to get the once-returning

path... Like the third journey is the effort of in-

sight to get the non-returning path."
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The passages of Pali Suttas, Commentaries and Sulxom-

mentaries relevant to thetechniquesof meditation outlined

In this English translation of Chapter V of the Burmese
original have been cited fully in several other chapters of

the latter. But as they will not be within the reach of the

readers of this English translation, some of them will be

given below.

Techniques of Meditation

The Mahasatipajthana Sutta states:

1. "And moreover, bhikkhus, a brother, when he is

walking, is aware of it thus: 1 walk'; or when he is

standing, or sitting, or lying down, he is aware of it."

(Dialogues of the Buddha, II, p. 329, para 3)

2. "And moreover, bhikkhus, a brother, whether he

departs^ or returns, whether he looks at or looks away
from, whether he has drawn in or stretched out (his

limbs), whether he has donned under-robe, over-robe,

or bowl, whether he is eating, drinking, chewing,

savouring, or whether heisobeying thecallsof nature

—

he is aware of what he is about. In going, standing,

sitting, sleeping, watching, talking, or keeping silence,

heknowswhat helsdoing. (Ibid., para. 4)

3. "And moreover, bhikkhus, a brother reflects upon

this very body, however it is placed or disposed, with

respect to its fundamentals (i.e., the four elements)."

(Ibid., p. 330, para. 6)

52
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4. "Herein, bhikkhus, a brother when affected by a
feeling of pleasure, is aware of it, reflecting: 'I feel a

pleasurable feeling.' So, too, isheawarewhen affected

by a painful feeling. (Ibid., p. 333, para 11)

5. "Herein, bhikkhus, abrother, if histhought islustful,

is aware that It is so, or If histhought Is free from lust,

he Is aware that It is so." (Ibid., p. 334, para 12)

6. "Herein, bhikkhus, when within a brother there Is

sensuous desire, he is aware of it, reflecting: 'I have

within me sensuous desire." ' (Ibid., p. 335, para 13)

In consonance with these teachings of the Buddha, It

has been stated in colloquial language thus: "rising" while

the abdomen is rising: "falling" while the abdomen is

falling; "bending" whilethelimbsarebending;" stretching"'

whilethelimbsarestretching;" wandering" whilethemind

iswandering; "thinking, reflecting, or knowing" whileone

Isso engaged;"feeling stiff, hot, or In pain" whileonefeels

so; "walking, standing, sitting, or lying" while one is so

placed, etc.

Here it should be noted that walking and so on are

stated in common words instead of "being aware of the

inner wind-element manifesting Itself in the movement of

the limbs." as is stated in the Pali texts.

Rising and Falling Movement of the Abdomen

It Is quite in agreement with the Buddha's teachings to

contemplate on the rising and falling movement of the

abdomen. Such rising and falling isaphysical processfrt/p^

caused by the pressure of the wind-element. The wind-

element is comprised in the corporeality-group of the five

groupsof thephysical and mental phenomenaof existence

(khandha); i n the tacti le object of the tw elve bases (eyetsna);
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in the body-impression of the eighteen elements (dh^u);

in thewind-element of the four material elements (maha-

bhuta); \n the truth of suffering of the Four Noble Truths

(saoc^. The corporeality-group, a tactile object, a body-

impression, and the truth of suffering arecertainly objects

for insight contemplation. Surely they are not otherwise.

The rising and falling movement of the abdomen is

therefore a proper object for contemplation, and while so

contemplating, being aware that it is but a movement of

the wind-element, subject to the laws of impermanence,

suffering and un substantiality, is quite in agreement with

the Buddha's discourses on khancBras, ayatanas^ dhatus, and

saxasL Relevant Pali passageswill be shown in brief.

While the abdomen Is rising and falling, the pressure

and movement experienced thereby is a manifestation of

thewind-element which is tactile, and perceiving that

rightly assuch isquitein consonancewith what the Buddha
taught, as briefly shown below.

The Khandhavagga Saf yutta states:

7. "Do you apply your minds thoroughly, bhikkhus,

to the body and regard it in its true nature as

Impermanent." (Kincbredl Sayings, III, p. 45, para 52)

8. " Bhikkhus, when a brother sees the body which is

impermanent as impermanent, this view of his is right

view." (Ibid., p. 44, para 51)

The Mahasatipalfjiana Sutta (Khandha Pabb^ states:

9. "Herein, bhikkhus, a brother reflects: 'Such is

material form, such Is Its genesis, such Its passing

away.' " {Diatogues of the Buddha, II, p. 335, para 14)
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The Sayayatansn^agga Sai yutta states:

10. "Do you apply your minds thoroughly, bhikkhus,

to tactile objects and regard their true nature as

impermanent." (Kindred Sayings, IV, p. 91, para 158)

11. " Bhikkhus, when a brother sees tactile objects

which are impermanent as impermanent, this view

of his is right view." (Ibid., p. 91, para 156)

12. "But by fully knowing, by comprehending, by

detaching himself from, by abandoning tactile objects,

one is capable of extinguishing ill." (Ibid., p. 10, para.

26).

13. " In him that knows and sees tactile objects as

impermanent, Ignorance vanishes and knowledge
arises." (Ibid., p. 15, para 53)

The MahasatipaHchana Sutta (Ayatana Palob^ states:

14. "Herein, O bhikkhus, a brother is aware of the

organ of touch and tangibles." (DialoguesoftheBuddhs^

II, p. 336, para 15)

The Majjhima Nikaya states:

15. "Whatever Is an internal element of motion, and

whatever is an external element of motion, just these

aretheelement of motion. By meansof perfect intuitive

wisdom it should be seen of this as it really is, thus:

This is not mine, this I am not, this is not my self."

{Middle Length Swings, II, p. 93; III p. 287)

Thus it will be seen that thecontemplation of the rising

and thefalling movement of theabdomen isin aooord with
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the above disciourse and also with the Mah^ipapdna
Sutta (DhUumanasikara Pabba. Attention to Elements).

Again, the wind-element that causes the movement
and pressure of the abdomen, comprised in the

corporeality-group, is the truth of suffering.

The Saccavagga Sai yutta states:

16. "And what, bhii^khus, istheAriyan truth about

ill? HI, it should be said, is the fivefold factor of

grasping." {Kindred Sayings, V, p. 36)

17. "Bhlklchus, ill, as an Ariyan truth, is to be fully

understood." (Ibid., p. 369)

M ahasatipat^tiana Sutta {Sacca Pabba) states to the

same effect (Dialogues of theBuddtra, II, p. 337).

Starting with Materiality

An insight meditator should start with materiality, which

is more easily discernible than mentality.

The WsuGfiQf/}/>7i^a states:

18. " But onewhose vehicle is insight discerns the four

elements." (Vism XVIII.5)

19. "And asregardsthosephenomenathat are amenable

to comprehension a beginning should be made by

comprehending those among them that are obvious and

easily discernible by the Individual (meditator)." (Vism

XX. 12)

TheMahi^77A4the WsuGfc//v>n^g;^Commentary, states:

20. " Insight meditation beginswith what isdisoernible.

So a beginning should be made by comprehending
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those that are discernible. But later what is not easily

discernible must somehow be made discernible and

comprehended."

Depending also on the aforesaid commentarlal and

subcommentarial statements, instructions aregiven to the

meditators to begin with the rising and falling movement
of theabdomen with aview to facilitating their meditation.

However, when concentration has been developed,

contemplation should be made on whatever arises at all

thesix sensedoors. Instructionstothiseffect arealso given

to the meditators. As Instructed, the meditators can very

well carry on with their contemplation. Therefore, no doubt

should be entertained whether it will be sufficient to

contemplate only on the rising and failing movement of

theabdomen.

Contemplation at the Six Sense Doors

Although contemplation must bemadeon whatever arises

at any of the sense doors, it must not be axompanled by

thoughtsabout it. Only bare attention isto bepaidtowhat

arises at one or the other of the six sensedoors.

Therefore the Salayatanavagga Sal yutta states as

follows:

21. "Not impassioned is he among forms

but having seen form mindfully,

he experiences dispassionate mind

and is not stuck with clinging.

"Not Impassioned is he among sounds,

smells and tastes, tangibles, dhamma&
But having (known) them mindfully

he experiences dispassionate mind

and isnot stuck with clinging."

{Kindred Sayings, IV, p.44)
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Contemplating on the rising and falling of the

abdomen, one who knows its pressure and movement is

"not impassioned among forms but having seen form

mindfully."

Again, the Sal^yatanavagga Sai yutta states:

22. "Bhikkhus, the all is to be fully known. What 'all'

is to be fully known? The eye is to be fully known,

visual objects are to be fully known, eye-consciousness

is to be fully known, eye-contact is to be fully known,

that weal or woe or neutral state experienced, which

arises owing to eye-contact-that also is to be fully

known. The ear is to be fully known, sounds are to be

fully known ... nose ... scent ... tongue ... savors ...

body is to be fully known, tangibles are to be fully

known ... mind is to be fully known, mind-states are

to be fully known...." (Ibid., p. 14, para 5)

In the above passage "fully known" means the

awareness of the material and mental arisings at the six

sense doors. The awareness of the rising and falling

movement of theabdomen iscomprised In"thing8tangible

areto befully known."

23. ** Bhikkhus, the eye is to be comprehended, visual

objects are to be comprehended, ... body is to be
comprehended, tangibles are to be comprehended, ...

mind is to be comprehended, mind-states are to be

comprehended." (Ibid., p. 14, para. 5)

Insight Meditation Without Prior Jhana

It is possible to begin straightaway with insight

(wpassar?^ meditation without having previously devel-

oped full concentration in jhana.
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The Majjhima Nik^a Commentary states:

24. "Herein, some persons contemplate on the five

aggregates of clinging as impermanent and so on

without having previously developed tranquillity

(samatha, i.e., upaoara- and appana-samadhi ). This

contemplation is insight meditation."

Thiscommentarial statement shows that it is possible

to start with insight meditation without having striven to

achieve access and full concentration. It has been stated

that one whose vehicle is insight discerns the four

elements, which also goes to show this possibility. Besides,

of the twenty-one parts of the Mahasatipa|thana Sutta,

all except those dealing with mindfulness of breathing,

the reflection on the repulsiveness of the body, and the

ninecemetery contemplations, show themanner of insight

meditation, and so It is obvious that insight meditation Is

possible thereby. However, as the Commentary observes

that these parts deal with access concentration contem-

plations, it should beunderstood that access concentration

is developed while contemplating on the postures of the

body and so on, and having overcome the five hindrances,

purity of mind Is attained. Therefore, of the said parts,

the VisuddNmagga treats the reflection on the material

elements concerned with insight meditation, under the

heading of a meditation subject called "discerning the

elements" (dhaiu-vavstthana), and points out that while

one is contemplating the four elements, the hindrances

are overcome and access concentration Is attained. On
the strength of thiscommentarial statement. It should be

borne in mind with confidence and firmness that while

one is contemplating on either all thefour elements or on

one, two or three of the four, access concentration can be

developed, the hindrances overcome, and purity of mind
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attained. It is the personal experience of those who
practice meditation ardently.

Purity of Mind by Access Concentration

The Abhidhammatthasaogaha states:

25. "Purity of mind is the twofold concentration of

the aooessory and the ecstatic stage." (Compendium ct

PNIo3opfy, p. 212)

The VisudMmaggasXstes:

26. "The purification of consciousness, namely, the

eight attainments, together with access concentration.

..." (Vism XVm.1)

The Mah^Piki, the Visuddhimagga Commentary,
states:

27. "Access concentration being like full con-

centration, the base of insight meditation is as well

purity of mind. That is why the Commentator (the

author of Visuddhimaggsii states 'together with access

concentration.'"

It is clear from both the Visudcffiimaggasr\6 the Mah^
P/^that access concentration too is purity of mind.

The Visuddhim^ga aQa\n states:

28. "When ordinary people and trainers develop it,

thinking 'After emerging from one of the eight

meditative attainments we shall exercise insight with

concentrated consciousness,' the development of

absorption concentration provides them with the
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benefit of insight by serving asthe proximate cause of

insight, and so too does access concentration as a

method of arriving at wide open {conditions) in

aowded (circumstances)." (Vism Xi 123)

The Maha-Mka, commenting on this, states:

29. "As a method of arriving at 'wide open' means as

a method of getting an opportunity, the ninth

opportunity (thellfetlmeof the Buddha), for thebenefit

(of attainment of the path, fruition, and N ibbana). To

elaborate: as it is very difficult to come across the

dispensation of a Buddha, a person, terror-stricken, is

so very eager to gain deliverance from sa' s^athat he,

without awaiting the attainment of full concentration,

begins insight meditation, basing it only on access

concentration."

These two passages show most clearly that purity of

mind can be attained also by access concentration, and

insight meditation is possible thereby.

The Khandhavagga Sai yutta states:

30. "The five grasping groups, friend Ko^tiita, arethe

conditions which should bepondered with method by

a virtuous brother, as being impermanent, suffering,

sick, as an impostor, asadart, as pain, as ill-health, as

alien, as transitory, empty and soulless.

"By a brother who Isa stream-winner, friend KoHtiita,

It Isthesamefivegroups of grasping that should be so

pondered.

" By one who is a once-returner, ... so pondered.

"By one who is a non-returner, ... so pondered.
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" Indeed, friend, it is possible for a virtuous brother

methodically pondering these five groups of grasping,

to realizethefruitsof stream-winning; for abrother who
is a streann-w inner ... to realize the fruits of once-

returning; for abrother who isaonce-returner ... to

realizethefruitsof non-returning; and for abrother who
isanon-returner ... to realizethefruitsof arahatship."

(KindrecJ Sayings, ill. pp. 143-44)

This Discourse on Virtue shows clearly that one who
is virtuous can ponder the five grasping-groups and, by

so pondering, realize by stages the fruits of stream-

winning, once-returning, non-returning, and arahatship.

The rising and falling movement of the abdomen is the

wind-element comprised in the corporeality group. So it

should be borne in mind steadfastly that the technique of

meditation based on the rising and falling movement of

the abdomen, and the contemplation of the five grasping-

groups that arise at the six sense doors, are proper and

right, leading up to the realization of the fruits of

arahatship.

In conclusion, special attention may be drawn to the

fact that it is quite proper to contemplate on whatever is of

material naturein any part of thebody and that it isequaily

proper to contemplate on whatever isof the wind-element

In any part of thebody.
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Abbre/istions

D
M
S
M-a
Vism

Vism-a

Abhidh-s

Pali Texts quoted

in the Appendix

DighaNik^a
MajjhimaNikaya

Sai' yutta Nikaya

M^jhima Nikaya Afthakatha

Visuddhimagga

VisuddNmagga Afftrakathi

Abhidhammatthasadgaha

All citations are from the Burmese-script ChaHcha

Saogayana editions.

1. Puna ca paraf bhikkhave bhikkhu gacchanto vit

"gacchami" ti pajanati. Phito va tfiito'mhi" ti pajanati.

Nisinno va " nisinno'mhi" ti pajanati. Sayano va "saya-

no'mhi" ti pajanati. Yatha yatha va pan'assa kayo paoihito

hoti, tatha tstha nam paianati. (D 1 1 232)

2. Puna ca para bhikkha^ebhikkhu abhikkantepajjkkante

samp^an^<ari hoti. Alokitevildkitesampajanakari hoti. Alokite

vilokite sampajanakari hoti. Saminjite pasarite sampajanakari

hoti. Saoghafj-patta-dvara-dharane samp^an^<ari hoti. A site

f^te khayite sayite samp^anakari hoti. Uocarapassav^amme

sampaianakari Mi. Gate ftiite nisinne suitejagarite bhasite

tu6h]tM/e sampai^akki hoti. (D II 233)

3. Puna ca paraf bhikkhave bhikkhu ima eva kayaf

yathalfiita yaihapaoihita dhatusopaocaa/ekkhati.iO W 235)

4. Idha bhikkhave bhikkhu sukhai va vedanaf

vedayamano ^ Sukhai vedanaf vedayami" ti pajanati.

Dukkha va vedana vedayamano "Dukkha vedsyami" ti

p^aiati. (D II 236)

5. Idtrabtiikkhave bhikkhu saraga vidtta "Saraga
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dttan" tijpaiinm, ... (D II 237)

6. idha bhikkhave bhikkhu santai va ajjhattai

kamaochanda "Atthi meajjhatta kamaochando" ti pajanati,

Asantaf ajjhatta k^maxhanda "NattN me ajjhatta'

k^maxhandcr ti pajinitL (D II 238)

7. Rupa bhikkha/eyoniso manasikarotha Rupaniocatan-

cayathabhuta samanupassatha. (S II 42)

8. A niocahhe/a bhikkhave rupa aniocan 'ti passaii. Sa'ssa

hoti sammadilpii. (Ibid.)

9. Iti rOpaf , iti rdpassasamudayo, Iti rOpassaatthaogama

(D II 239)

10. Photfhabbe bhikkhave yoniso manasikarotha

Phctfiiattsnia:^ samanupasssiha (S 1 1 355)

1 1 . A niece y&/a bhikkhave bhikkhu pholpiabbe anioca'ti

passati. Sa'ssa hoti sammadilpTi. (Ibid.)

12. Phdlpistbe cthijanai parijina vir^aya pajaha'

bhabbo dukkhakkhayaya (S 1 1 250)

13. Photfhabtye aniocato janato a^ijja pahiyati, vijja

uppaiJati. (S II 259)

14. Idha bhikkhave bhikkhu kayah-ca pajanati phQipiabbe

capaianati. ... (D II 239)

15. Ya ca/a kho pans ajjhattika vayodhalu ya ca bahira

vayodhatu, vayodhatu a/'esa Tai "n'eta mama n'eso'haf

asmi, na m'eso atta" ti evai etaf yathabhutai

sammappanh^a dalpTabba . (M II 85; M III 284-85)

16. Katamati-ca bhikkhave dukkhaf ariyasacca ?

Pancupadanakkhandha ti'ssa vacaniya . (SMI 373)

17. Dukkhaf bhikkha/e aiyasaocaf paihneyyaf .(SMI

382)

18. Suddhavipassan^^iko paia ... catasso dhatuyo
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pariggadhHi. (Vism II 222)

1 9. Ye pi ca sammasanupaga, tesu ye yassa pakata honti

sukhena pariggahaf gaochanti, tesu tena sammasanaf
irabhitabbai . (Vism II 244)

20. Yathapakatai vipassanabhiniveso'ti katva, paccha

pana anupalpiahante pi upayena upalpiahapetva anavasesato

va sammasitabbo. (Vism-a II 391)

21. Nasor^jali rupesu, rupa disvapajDssaio, virattadtto

vedeti, tah-ca najjiiosa tilpiati.

Na so rajjsti saddesu, sackiaf sutva papsssto ...

Na so raljati gancffiesu, gandhai ghatva pafDSsato ...

Na so rs^jati rasesu. rasa bhotva pafisssto . .

.

Na so ra/jaii pliassesu, phassa phussa p^ssato . .

.

Na so rqjjati dhammesu, dhamma natva pafissato ...

(Sll 297-98)

22. Sabbaf bhikkhave abhinneyyaf . Kinca bhikkhave

sabbai abhinneyya ? Cakkhui bhikkhave abhihheyyai .

Rupi abhififi^ya CakkhuviMidai abhiM^yaf .

Cakkhusamphasso abhihneyyo. Yam-p'idam cakkhu-

samphaBSShpaDDsyi uppajjail vedayitaf sukhaf vi dukkha'

va adukkhamasukhai va, tam-pi abhihheyyai . Sotai

abhihheyya . Sadda abhihheyya . . . Ghana . . . Gandha . .

.

Jvha ... Rasa ... Kayo ... Phofpiabba ... Mano abhihneyyo.

Dhamma abhihheyyai (S II 258)

23. Cskkhuf bNkkhave parihheyya . Rup^ pa'ihheyya.

... Kayo parihheyyo. Phofpiabba parihheyya. ... Mano
parihheyya Dhamma paihheyya. ... (Ibid.)

24. Idha pan'ekaooo vuttappak^a' samathaf anupp^
detvi vi pancupidinakkhandhe aniockSiN vIpassstL Ayai
vipassaiia. (M-a I 113.)

25. Upacdrasamddhi appanisamkihi oeti duvldho pi

sam^ dttavisuddN nkna. (Abhidh-s.)
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26. Cittavisuddhi nama sa-upac^i afpia samipsiUyo,

(Vism II 222)

27. Upacarasamadhi pi appaiasamadhi viya vipassanaya

aUvlpianabha/ato dttavisuddhi ye/4tti^ "sa-upacskaT ti.

(Vism-a II 350)

28. Sekkhaputliujjanana sampattito vulpiaya samahitena

dttena vipassissama'ti bhavayatai vipassanaya

padatpianatt^ appan^sam^hibhivan^ pi, samb^he
dkas^higamanayena upac^asamidhibh^an^ pi vipas-

sananisa sa Mi. Vism I 368)

29. OI<asadliigamanayena' ti atpiapafilMaycggassa na-

vamaki^iiaoasabkhstassa d^sassa abNgamanayena Tassa hi

dullabMaya appanadhigamam-pl an^gamayam^o sea ve-

gabahulo puggalo upac^asamidhimN yefa fjhatvi vipas-

sanaya hammaf kardti:"S0)ai saf skadukkhaf samatlkka-

mssamr ti. (VIsm-a I 469)

30. Siiavat^vuso Kolpiita bhikkunii pancupadanak-

l&iaruM aniocato dukkhato anattato yoniso manaakkabb^ . .

.

fiianaf kho pan'etaf avuso vljjati yaf sllai/a bhikkhu Ime
pahcup&ikiakkhande aniocaio dukkhato anattato yoniso

manasikaronto sotapattiphalaf sacchikareyya ...

sakadagamiphalaf ... anagamiphaiai ... arahattaplialai

sacchikareyya (S II 136)
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ABOUTTHEAUTHOR

The Venerable Mahasi Sayadaw, U Sobhana Mahathera,

wasoneof themost eminent meditation mastersof modern

times and a leader In the contemporary resurgence of

vipassana meditation. Born near Shwebotown in Burmain

1904, he was ordained a novice monk at the age of twelve

and received full ordination as a bhikkhu at the age of

twenty. He quickly distinguished himself as a scholar of

the Buddhist scriptures and by his fifth year alter full

ordination was himself teaching the scriptures at a
monastery in Moulmein.

In the eighth year after ordination he left Moulmein

seeking a clear and effective method in the practice of

meditation. At Thaton he met the well-known meditation

instructor, the Venerable U Narada, also known as the

MIngun Jstawun Sayadaw. Hethen placed himself under

the guidance of the Say^daw and underwent intensive

training in vipassana meditation.

In 1941 he returned to his native village and

introduced the systematic practice of vipassana medi-

tation to the area. Many people, monks as well as laymen,

took up the practice and greatly benefited by his careful

instructions.

In 1949 the then prime Minister of Burma, U Nu, and

Sr U Thwin, executive members of the Buddha Sasana-

nuggah a Association, invited Ven. Mahasi Sayadaw to

come to Rangoon to give training in meditation practice.

IHe acceded to their request and took up residence at the

ThathanaYeiktha Meditation Center, where he continued
to conduct intensivecoursesin vipassana meditation until

hisdeath in 1982.

Under his guidance thousands of people have been

trained at thisCenter and many more have benefited from
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his dear-cut approach to meditation practice through his

writings and the teachings of his disciples. More than a

hundred branch centers of the Thathana Yeiktha Center

havebeen established in Burmaand his method has spread

widely to other countries, East and West.

Ven. MahasI Sayadaw also holds Burma's highest

xholastic honor, the title of AggamahapaoOita, awarded

to him In 1952. During the Sixth Buddhist Council, held In

Rangoon from 1954 to 1956, he performed the duties of

Questioner (pucchaka), a role performed at the First

Buddhist Council by the Venerable IVIahakassapa Ven.

Mahasi Sayadaw was also a member of the executive

committee that was responsible, astheflnal authority, for

the codification of all the texts edited at the Council.

Ven. Mahasi Sayadaw is the author of numerous
works on both meditation and the Buddhist scriptures in

hisnative Burmese. Hisdiscourses on Buddhist suttas have

been translated into English and are published by the

Buddha Sdsananuggaha Association (16 Hermitage Road,

Kokklne, Rangoon, Burma).
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Of related interest from BPS

THE PROGRESSOF INaOHT
Mahasi Sayadaw

The meditation master charts the entire development
of Insight meditation up to its cuimination, with

emphasis on the advanced stages.

BP 5048 Softbacl^ 70 pages

SMIPAf^WAN A VIPASSANA
l\/lahasi Sayadaw

Themaster explains, in clear and si mpleterms, the basic

principlesinvolved in thepracticeof insight meditation.

WH 370/ 371 Softback 55 pages

THE SEVEN STAGESOF PURIFICATION
AND THE INSIGHT KNOWLEDGES
M^araSri N^^^aMahfthera

A guide to the progressive stages of Buddhist medita-

tion by one of Sri Lanl^a's most respected meditation

masters.

BP 506S Softbacl< 82 pages
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Ofrelated interest from BPS

TH EWAY OFM IN DFULN ESS
Soma Thera

A translation of the Satipajjiidna Sutta, the Discourse

on the Foundations of Mindfulness, together with its

cx)m-nnentaries.

BP 5018 Softback 155 pages

M IN DFULN ESSOF BREATHING
Bhikkhu Naoamoli

Thisbook bringstogether themost important canonical

texts on the practice of mindfulness of breathing.

WH 431/ 432 Softback 12S pages

LIVING BUDDHIST MASTERS
Jack Kornfleld

This valuable book brings to the reader the precise in-

structlonsof twelvegreat meditation masters, including

MahasI Sayadaw, Ajahn Chah,and U BaKhln.

BP 507S Softback 320 pages

(ISBN 958-24-0042-2)

All prices as in the latest BPS
catalog (http:/ / www.bp&lk)
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THEBUDDHIST PUBLICATION SOCIETY

The BPS is an approved charity dedicated to making
known theTeaching of the Buddha, which hasavltal message

for people of all creeds. Founded in 1958, the BPS has

published a wide variety of books and booklets covering a

great range of topics. Its publications include accurate

annotated translations of theBuddha'sdis-courses, standard

reference works, as well asoriginal contemporary expositions

of Buddhist thought and practice. These works present

Buddhism as it truly is—a dynamic force which has

influenced receptive minds for the past 2500 years and is

still as relevant today as it was when it first arose. A full list

of our publications will be sent upon request. Write to:

The Administrative Secretary

BUDDHIST PUBLICATION SOCIETY
P.O. Box 61

54, SangharajaiVlawatha

Kandy • Sri Lanka

Tel: 0094 81 223 7283 • Fax: 0094 81 222 3679

E-mail: bpsigfeltnet.lk

website: http:/ / www.bps.lk
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